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ABSTRACT
As part of an International Cooperative Biodiversity Group (ICBG) program and a
collaborative research project with the Natural Products Discovery Institute, four plant extracts
were investigated for their antiproliferative and antiplasmodial activities. With the guidance of
bioassay guided fractionation, two known antiproliferative terpenoids (2.1 and 2.2) were isolated
from Hypoestes sp. (Acanthaceae), four known antiplasmodial liminoids (3.1–3.4) were isolated
from Carapa guianensis (Meliaceae), one inactive terpenoid (4.1) was isolated from Erica maesta
(Ericaceae), and four cerebrosides (4.2-4.5) were obtained from Hohenbergia antillana
(Bromeliaceae).
The structures of these compounds were elucidated by using 1D (1H and 13C), 2D (HMBC,
HSQC, COSY, NOESY) NMR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. The structures of the
compounds were also confirmed by comparing them with reported values from the literature.
Compounds 2.1 and 2.2 showed moderate antiproliferative activity against the A2780
human ovarian cancer cell line with IC50 values of 6.9 µM and 3.4 µM, respectively. They also
exhibited moderate antiplasmodial activity against chloroquine-resistant Plasmodium falciparum
strain Dd2 with IC50 values of 9.9 ± 1.4 µM and 2.8 ± 0.7 µM, respectively. Compounds 3.1 to 3.4
had moderate antiplasmodial activity against Plasmodium falciparum Dd2 strain with IC50 values
of 2.0 ± 0.3 µM, 2.1 ± 0.1 µM, 2.1 ± 0.2 µM and 2.8 ± 0.2 µM, respectively. Compounds 4.1 and
4.2 showed very weak antiplasmodial activity against Plasmodium falciparum Dd2 strain, with
IC50 values between 5 and 10 µg/mL.

Isolation and Structure Elucidation of Antiproliferative and Antiplasmodial
Natural Products from Plants
Ming Wang
GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT
Cancer has a major impact all over the world and is one of the leading causes of death.
Malaria remains as one of the most severe tropical diseases in the world. It is a common and often
fatal disease caused by a parasitic infection. The treatment of cancer and malaria is a significant
challenge, and has become a top priority in drug discovery field. The natural products from plants
have been used for medicinal purpose for a long time, and a lot of well-known plant based natural
product drugs have been discovered, including anticancer drug paclitaxel, and antimalarial drug
chloroquine and artemisinin. However, the resistances for these drugs have developed, and it is
urgent to find new drug that can take their place. This research is trying to find promising
anticancer and antimalarial natural products from plant extracts. From four plant extracts, two
antiproliferative compounds and four antiplasmodial compounds were discovered. In this thesis,
the isolation and structure elucidation of these compounds will be discussed.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Cancer
Cancer has a major impact all over the world and is one of the leading causes of death. In
2012, 14 million people were diagnosed with cancer, and 8.2 million died from the disease.
Because of the increasing and aging population of the world, the worldwide burden of cancer rises
every year, and this rise is especially severe in developing countries. More than 60% of cases
occurred in Africa, Asia, and Central and South America, and about 70% of deaths from cancer
occurred in these regions.1
Cancer is a class of diseases caused by uncontrolled cell-growth. Cancer cells are different
from normal cells in many ways. Normal cells will mature into different types and have various
functions, but cancer cells do not. Normal cells grow and divide into new cells only when the body
needs them, and after growing old they die and are replaced of by new cells. Cell death is controlled
by a procedure called programmed cell death or apoptosis. For cancer cells, this process breaks
down, and cancer cells can ignore the signal that tells cells to stop dividing. Therefore, new cells
will be generated even they are not needed, and old or damaged cells will not die, but keep dividing,
leading to the appearance of tumors. In addition, cancer cells can induce surrounding cells to form
blood vessels to provide oxygen and nutrition for their growth, and take waste away from them.2
There are two types of tumor, malignant tumors and benign tumors. Malignant tumors can
spread and invade tissues nearby, and even break off and transfer to other parts of the body through
blood or the lymph system, and generate new tumors elsewhere. Benign tumors, however, will not
spread or invade to other places, but will usually grow large, which would be life-threatening in
the brain.3
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1.1.1

Ovarian Cancer
There are over 100 types of human cancer, and they are classified by the affected tissue or

organ. Ovarian cancer happens if cancer cells grow in the ovary. In most cases, cancer cells arise
from the epithelium of the ovary. It is the eighth most common cancer among women, and the
most lethal cancer among gynecologic cancers.4
In the early stages of ovarian cancer, few symptoms are shown, but these become worse
and more persistent as the cancer grows. Possible symptoms include pain in the pelvis, the lower
side of the body, the lower stomach, and more frequent and urgent urination. Sometimes, patients
also suffer from nausea, weight loss and tiredness.5
Ovarian cancer is caused by uncontrolled cell division as in other cancers, but it is not
known how this disease arises. However, some factors can increase the risk of developing ovarian
cancer. First is genetics, since women with a family history of ovarian cancer or breast cancer will
have a higher risk of developing ovarian cancer than other women. The number of total lifetime
ovulations also has an effect. Women with no children, or who start their periods at an early age
or start their menopause later than average are more likely to develop ovarian cancer. In addition,
being overweight, having hormone replacement therapy, and environmental factors can also lead
to ovarian cancer.5
1.1.2

Important Antiproliferative Compounds against Cancer Cells

1.1.2.1 Paclitaxel
The discovery of paclitaxel (Taxol®, 1.1) is an important event in natural product drug
discovery and development. It was isolated from Taxus brevifolia (Pacific Yew) bark in 1969,6 but
it was not considered as a promising candidate because of its moderate in vivo activity against
P388 and L1210 murine leukemia models. Interest in paclitaxel was stimulated in 1976 when
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strong activity was found against the B16 melanoma. Further interest was developed after
discovering its broad spectrum of activity and its unique mechanism of promoting tubulin
polymerization and stabilizing microtubules against depolymerization.7

Figure 1-1. Taxol stabilizes tubulin polymerization.8
With permission from Chem. Commun., 2001, 867-880. Copyright 2001 Royal Society of Chemistry.

Paclitaxel can bind to the b-tubulin subunits of microtubules in a 1:1 ratio, as shown in
Figure 1-1. Unlike some compounds that inhibit the assembly of microtubules, paclitaxel can
stabilize the microtubule and prevent it from disassembling. This will stop the formation of the
metaphase spindle configuration, and block mitosis.9 Treated cells will then stop division, and die
or reverse back to the G-phase. In addition, after the interruption of microtubule formation, Raf-1
3

kinase can be activated, which can phosphorylate the antiapoptotic protein Bcl-2 and lead to its
inactivation.10 Also paclitaxel can deactivate Bcl-2 by binding with it directly.

Figure 1-2. Structure-activity relationship of Taxol.8
With permission from Chem. Commun., 2001, 867-880. Copyright 2001 Royal Society of Chemistry.

Although paclitaxel is an important anticancer agent, there are still many challenges
waiting to be overcome. First is selectivity, since paclitaxel, like other anticancer drugs, is toxic to
cancer cells as well as normal cells. Many research groups are thus trying to deliver it in the form
of a pro-drug.11 Another challenge is its low solubility in water; paclitaxel is formulated with
Cremophor EL and ethanol or bound with albumin to overcome this problem. To better understand
its activity as well as solving these problems, many studies have been done on its structure-activity
relationships (SAR), and various analogs of paclitaxel have been produced.8 Partial SAR
information is summarized in Figure 1-2.
In summary, the discovery and development of paclitaxel as an anticancer drug is an
important lesson for natural product drug discovery. It provides a new mechanism to treat cancer,
4

and reveals a new skeleton for structure modification. Some analogs of paclitaxel have even moved
to clinical use such as docetaxel. But more work is still required to increase the understanding of
how paclitaxel binds with tubulin.
1.2 Introduction to Malaria
Malaria remains as one of the most severe tropical diseases in the world. It is a common
and often fatal disease caused by a parasitic infection. The bite of an infected female Anopheles
mosquito transmits protozoan parasites of the genus Plasmodium from the mosquito to an
individual. In some cases, transmission may also occur during blood transfusion, or between
mother and fetus. Because of these transmission methods, malaria has become a worldwide
problem, leading to approximately 214 million infections and 438,000 deaths in 2015.12
Although malaria has been eliminated in the United States and most European countries
by methods such as vector control and changing land use, it still remains as an important health
problem worldwide. There are about 3.2 billion people at a risk of being infected, and 1.2 billion
are at high risk. An estimated 90% of all deaths from malaria occur in the WHO African Region.12
This serious situation may be partially caused by the environment, which is suitable for mosquitos
to survive. The Anopheles mosquito, as a vector, has a longer lifespan and prefers to feed on human
blood. Besides economic limitations, politics and government support problems, and personal
willingness to receive treatment can also affect the elimination of malaria in malaria-endemic area.
Over 120 species of Plasmodia are known, and among them, five species of Plasmodium
can infect humans (Plasmodium falciparum, Plasmodium vivax, Plasmodium ovale, Plasmodium
malariae and Plasmodium knowlesi; the first four are the species that infect exclusively human
beings). P. falciparum is known as the most lethal species, since 90% of malaria related deaths are
caused by it.13 Because of this, most of the current available drugs and drug discovery efforts target
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P. falciparum. Although P. falciparum is the most devastating species, P. vivax is widespread, and
is responsible for 25% to 40% of the malarial burden in the world,14 spreading from South and
Southeast Asia to Central and South America. P. vivax is not as fatal as P. falciparum, and is
traditionally known as a benign species. However, it can lead to cerebral malaria, and dormant
liver stages, which means patients are under the threat of malarial relapse even after clearance of
bloodstream parasites. Very few drugs are able to cure this species of malaria, since it is difficult
to culture this parasite and target the hypnozoites in the liver stage.15 P. ovale and P. malariae are
less common than the previous two species of parasites. P. ovale can also form a dormant liver
stage, and lead to relapse, while P. malariae is the most persistent infection, and can infect other
primates. These two species of parasites are usually distinguished by microscopy, since they share
similar symptoms.16 P. knowlesi is the cause of a zoonotic malaria in Southeast Asia, and it is less
prevalent. However, as P. knowlesi only has a 24-hour replication cycle, it would rapidly develop
into a severe infection.
1.2.1

Malarial Parasite Biology
All the malarial species have a complex life cycle, and the four human malarial species that

are mentioned above are transmitted by the mosquito vector. Taking P. falciparum as an example
(Figure 1-3),17 its life cycle consists of two parts with the first part in the human body. After biting
by an infected female Anopheles mosquito, plasmodial sporozoites are introduced into a human
host. In some cases, more than one malarial species will be transmitted into the human body. The
sporozoites are brought by the bloodstream to the liver, and invade liver cells. In the liver cell,
sporozoites develop into schizonts, which will be released into the bloodstream as merozoites, and
infect blood erythrocytes. In erythrocytes, the parasites undergo an asexual replication, developing
through three morphological different stages: ring, trophozoite and schizont. Schizonts will then
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release new merozoites into the bloodstream again and further infect other blood cells. Some ring
stage parasites will differentiate into sexual gametocytes, microgametocytes (male) and
macrogametocytes (female). The erythrocytic cycle is significant in diagnosis and treatment, since
the symptoms of malaria are mostly related to this stage.

Figure 1-3. Life cycle of malaria. 17
With permission from Chem. Rev., 2014, 11138-11163. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

During a blood meal, gametocytes are ingested by a mosquito and begin a further
multiplication, known as the sporogonic cycle. In the mosquito’s midgut, two sexual gametocytes
combine with each other to form zygotes, and then mature into ookinetes. In the midgut, ookinetes
develop into oocysts, which further form sporozoites. Sporozoites can migrate to mosquito’s
salivary glands, where they are available for infecting a new human host.
7

For the other three species of malarial parasites, there are three main differences in the life
cycle. The first one is the liver stage. P. malariae is similar to P. falciparum, which will rapidly
enter the blood stream and process to the erythrocytic cycle. However, P. vivax and P. ovale form
dormant hypnozoites in liver cells,17 which can be released in the future, and lead to disease relapse.
So for the treatment of these two species of parasites, drugs that target hypnozoites are essential.
The second difference is the time period for replication. For P. falciparum and P. vivax, it takes
48 hours for the parasite’s replication and initiation of malaria symptoms, while for the benign P.
malariae, 72 hours are needed. P. knowlesi is the most life-threatening, since it replicates within
only 24 hours, which means that people infected by this species of malaria suffer from a much
more serious periodic fever and other symptoms. The third difference is the time for the appearance
of gametocytes.18 For P. falciparum, it takes several days between the initial fever and the
appearance of gametocytes. However, for P. vivax, the gametocytes appear at almost the same time
by asexual replication. Therefore, in order to obtain a better treatment for P. vivax, gametocytes
need to be killed as well as blood stage parasites.
1.2.2

Important Antimalarial Compounds

1.2.2.1 Quinine
Quinine (1.2) was the first antimalarial drug to be used. It was first isolated from the bark
of the Cinchona tree, which contains many alkaloids,19 and its structure was determined in the
early 20th century. Quinine is an aryl-amino alcohol, and it is an important antimalarial drug for
uncomplicated malaria. It can also act quickly against severe malaria, and it is proposed to have a
similar mechanism to that of chloroquine (1.3), which can bind with heme to inhibit its
polymerization.20 The detailed mechanism will be described for chloroquine.
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Based on the scaffold of quinine, various new kinds of antimalarials have been synthesized,
including chloroquine (1.3), mefloquine (1.4 (-)-mefloquine, 1.5 (+)-mefloquine), and other novel
drugs under development. However, quinine monotherapy still has some strong disadvantages.
The first one is that quinine is toxic to people who have glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
(G6PD) deficiency, and it can also lead to some serious side effects, such as low blood sugar,
blood in urine, etc.21 Along with the emergence of resistance, quinine ceased to be an effective
treatment option, and more efforts are needed to discover new efficacious derivatives.
1.2.2.2 Chloroquine
Chloroquine (1.3) was first introduced in the 1940s, and it is the drug with the longest halflife among currently known antimalarial drugs, approximately 60 days. As an alternative to quinine,
chloroquine has a lot of advantages. It can act rapidly against blood stage parasites, and it has good
oral bioavailability, water solubility, good distribution and low toxicity. It is very cheap and easy
to administer. Because of these strong points, chloroquine became a gold standard treatment for a
very long time, and in many countries.
Chloroquine’s mechanisms of action have been intensively studied for several
decades. It is believed that chloroquine can inhibit heme polymerization and inhibit the free radical
detoxification. Figure 1-4a shows the feeding procedure of the parasites. The host hemoglobin is
taken in by the cytostome (mouth) of the parasite, and then transferred into the digestive vacuole
9

(food vacuole). The hemoglobin is then degraded there, and converted to free amino acids to
support the parasite’s life cycle.
D
CQ-Heme Complex

Figure 1-4. Mechanism of chloroquine. a) Hemoglobin degradation. b) Inhibition of heme polymerization. c)
Inhibition of free radical detoxification.22 d) Chloroquine-Heme Complex. With permission from Pharmacol. Ther.,
1998, 55-87. Copyright 1998 Elsevier.

A byproduct, heme (1.6) is produced during the degradation of hemoglobin (Figure 1-4b).
By oxidation of the central Fe2+, Fe3+-heme is formed, and high concentrations of Fe3+-heme are
toxic to the parasite. To deal with this problem, the parasite accumulates heme, and changes it into
hemozoin, a nontoxic crystal, by heme polymerization. Chloroquine has been proved to inhibit
this polymerization. As a diprotic weak base (pKa1 = 8.1 and pKa2 = 10.2), chloroquine tends to
accumulate in the acidic digestive vacuole in the parasite,23 and forms a complex with heme (CQheme), as shown in Figure 1-4d, by a face to face π stacking of porphyrin and quinoline systems.
And NMR spectroscopy conducted by Schwedhelm et al. showed that chloroquine is in the center
position of the Fe3+-heme-CQ 4:1 complex.24,25 They also found besides of the p-p interactions,
the significant van der Waals interactions between side chain and the tetrapyrrole part also plays
an important role on the stabilization of Fe3+-heme-CQ 4:1 complex. In this way, chloroquine
prohibits the heme polymerization in the parasite. Tilley et al. proved26 that both free heme and
CQ-heme can kill the parasite. This may be caused by acting with target on the membrane of the
digestive vacuole, and lead to damage of the membrane. In addition, the CQ-heme complex can
10

enter the cytosol by passive diffusion. At the higher pH of the cytosol, the salt bridge is destructed,
which causes the release of heme, and increase of the concentration of heme in the cytosol. Then
chloroquine would reenter the digestive vacuole, and repeat this process. Other 4-aminoquinolines
and arylanimo alcohols can also kill the parasite with the same mechanism.

Free heme can inhibit some enzymes, and can also lead to an oxidative stress to the parasite
(Figure 1-4c). After separating from hemoglobin, the central iron oxidizes from Fe(II)2+ to Fe(III)3+,
and along with this, superoxide anion, H2O2, and hydroxyl radicals are formed. Malarial parasites
are sensitive to oxidative stress. They use antioxidant enzymes, such as superoxide dismutase
(SOD), catalase and peroxidase to protect against reactive oxygen species. Traylor et al. reported27
that free heme also has catalase and peroxidase activity itself. The catalase activity of heme can
convert H2O2 to H2O and O2. Meanwhile, its peroxidase activity can degrade H2O2 to H2O with
substrates consumption, such as glutathione (GSH), lipids and proteins. Even though the catalase
and peroxidase activities of heme reduce the toxicity of oxidative stress, the substrate consumption
is potentially harmful to the parasite. In addition, the results in Riberiro's paper suggested28 that
chloroquine can inhibit the catalase activity of heme by forming a CQ-heme complex. This
prolongs the half-life of the reactive oxygen species, which can lead to parasite death. These three
mechanisms of chloroquine to kill parasites make it a good antimalarial drug. Despite extensive
use, it took 20 years for resistance to chloroquine to develop.
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1.2.2.3 Artemisinin
Artemisinins are a family of sesquiterpene trioxane lactone antimalarial drugs. These
compounds are derived from the parent structure of artemisinin (1.7). Artemisinin is a natural
product isolated from the sweet woodworm Artemisia annua. It is known to have a short half-life
time of 0.5 to 1.5 hours. It is quite efficient, and can rapidly clear parasites in red blood cells as
well as gametocytes in the sexual stage. So artemisinin is a good antimalarial drug that can limit
malaria transmission.

Artemisinin has a unique structure, since it contains an endoperoxide bond, which is
responsible for the antimalarial activity. Several mechanisms of action regarding artemisinins have
been proposed, including inhibition of the heme detoxification pathway, alkylation or inhibition
of key proteins, and interference with the mitochondrial function of parasites, as shown in Figure
1-5.
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Figure 1-5. Schematic view of postulated artemisinin targets.38
With permission from Trends Parasitol., 2011, 73-81. Copyright 2001 Elsevier.

The first proposed mechanism is that artemisinin inhibits heme (1.6) polymerization by
alkylation, which is caused by freeing a radical produced during bond cleavage in the digestive
vacuole (Figure 1-6). The endoperoxide bond is reductively cleaved by Fe2+-heme, which
generates a short-lived alkoxy radical. This is followed by a b-fragmentation, and forms a C-4
radical. The C-4 radical can then interact with one of the four meso carbons on heme to generate
an artemisinin-heme complex, which prevents heme polymerization. The free radical of
artemisinin can also alkylate other parasite proteins, which gives another route of antimalarial
activity. However, this mechanism still has some uncertainties, since blocking hemoglobin
degradation does not affect artemisinin’s activity.29
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Figure 1-6. Alkylation of heme by artemisinin.29
Redrawn from Acc. Chem. Res. 2010, 1444-1451. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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P. falciparum translationally controlled tumor protein (PfTCTP) is an essential protein for
parasite growth, and its concentration is 2.5 fold higher in artemisinin-resistant species than wild
type. This upregulation may indicate that it is a target of artemisinin.30 However, this hypothesis
has not been proven yet, since there is no evidence showing that PfTCTP is the only protein that
increases in this species.
Krishna and co-workers also suggested31 that the endoperoxide bond of artemisinin can be
cleaved after initiation with a metal ion(II) in the cytosol, and that the carbon radical can
specifically inhibit an ATP dependent Ca2+ pump, PfATPase6, in the endoplasmic reticulum of the
parasite. By mutating the encoding gene, Pfatpase6, the sensitivity of malarial species to
artemisinin decreased, which supports PfATPase6 as a target. Although artemisinin is a chiral
molecule, both enantiomers have equal antimalarial activity. This phenomenon further indicates
that it is the achiral-ferrous species that triggers the antimalarial activity of trioxanes rather than a
specific binding with the active site on PfATPase6.
Artemisinin is also proposed to depolarize the membrane of mitochondria. In return, the level
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) would rise to correct and reverse this change. This phenomenon
was reported by Wang et al.32 They also suggested that inference with the mitochondrial electron
transport chain (ETC) is caused by artemisinin rather than by other antimalarials.
However, artemisinin has poor water solubility, so it is not suitable for oral administration.
This inspired the discovery of artemisinin derivatives, and several semi-synthetic analogues have
been developed, including dihydroartemisinin (DHA, 1.8), artesunate (1.9), and arteether (1.10),
etc. Recently, artemisinin and its derivatives are used in combination with other antimalarial drugs
such as pyrimethamine and sulfadoxine, to achieve a better clearance of the parasites.
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1.3 Bioassay
1.3.1

A2780 Assay
A2780 is a human ovarian cancer cell line. It was obtained from an untreated patient, and

it grows as a monolayer on the bottom of surface cell culture flask. In the A2780 assay, a cell plate
is set up first by culturing A2780 cells in a 96 well cell culture plate. Then samples are prepared
by dissolving in DMSO at 4 mg/mL, and aliquots with varying amounts of sample are incubated
at 37 oC and 5% CO2 for 48 hours. After that, the incubated cells are treated with Alamar Blue for
another 3 hours and the fluorescence intensity in each well is measured. Alamar Blue is reduced
to its fluorescent form by reacting with living cells (Figure 1-7); as shown in Figure 1-8, the
fluorescence intensity increases along with the cell concentrations and incubation time, and both
show a decline at some point due to the over-reduction of resorufin to hydroresorufin. This overreduction occurs at differing rates, depending on the cell type, and can take from several hours to
several days. Since the assay is read after 3 hours, further reduction to the fully reduced nonfluorescent product is not a factor. Cell culture medium is used as blank and paclitaxel is the assay
reference. The IC50 is the concentration of sample which inhibits cell growth by 50%, and it is
calculated based on the dose-response curve of the sample.
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Figure 1-7. The Mechanism of Alamar Blue reacting with living cells.

Figure 1-8. Titration of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) using the Alamar Blue assay and kinetics of
reduction of Alamar Blue reagent.33 With permission from J. Clin. Lab. Anal, 1995, 89-95. Copyright 1995 John
Wiley and Sons.

1.3.2

Antimalarial Assay
The chloroquine/mefloquine resistant Plasmodium falciparum strain, Dd2, is used to

conduct the antimalarial assay. The first step is culturing P. falciparum and setting up the cell plate.
Cultures are incubated at 37 oC, under the gas mixture of 4.99% O2, 5.06% CO2, and 89.95% N2.
The level of parasitemia is determined by light microscopy after 3 to 4 days to ensure that the
parasites are present in the late-ring stage and early trophozoite stage with no schizonts. The
samples are then incubated with parasites for 72 hours, followed by the addition of SYBR Green
I (1.11). SYBR Green I has a great sensitivity for double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). It binds to
17

dsDNA and fluoresces strongly, so measurement of the fluorescence intensity in each well enables
IC50 values to be analyzed with KaleidaGraph software using nonlinear regression curve fitting.
Each IC50 value was calculated from the average of three independent determinations, and each
determination was in duplicate. The IC50 values were reported with ± SEM. Artemisinin was used
as the positive control with an IC50 value of 6.2 ± 1.2 nM.34,35

1.4 Approaches to Natural Product Isolation and Structure Elucidation
1.4.1

Bioassay-Directed Isolation
Bioassay-directed isolation is widely used in natural products research. High-throughput

screening is first used to identify the activity of crude extracts, and once they are identified as
active, various isolation methods are used to separate them into different fractions for evaluation
by bioassay. This approach avoids the isolation of inactive compounds, and leads to the
purification of promising active compounds in the extracts.
1.4.2

Liquid-Liquid Partition
Liquid-liquid partition is a method that uses water and organic solvents to separate

compounds based on their polarity. This procedure is usually conducted in a separatory funnel.
The crude extract is first dissolved in a water and methanol mixture, then less polar solvents, such
as hexanes, ethyl acetate and dichloromethane, are used to extract compounds from the
methanol/water layer. This procedure is able to separate compounds on the basis of their polarity,
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and chlorophyll with very low polarity as well as some very polar compounds which are not active
and make it hard for the following separations can be removed by this procedure.
1.4.3

Isolation by Low-Pressure Column Chromatography
Low-pressure liquid column chromatography (LPLC) can use a great diversity of stationary

phases, involving adsorption and size-exclusion materials. The adsorption materials separate the
compounds by adsorbing them to the stationary phase. And this interaction is controlled by many
factors, including hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces, dipole-dipole interactions, and so on.
It is crucial to find a proper stationary phase as well as the best solvents to obtain the optimum
separation of fractions. Adsorption LPLC media include silica gel, bonded-phase silica gel (C18,
diol, etc.), alumina and polystyrene. Size exclusion techniques separate compounds according to
their hydrodynamic volume. Unlike adsorption LPLC, size-exclusion LPLC uses porous nonadsorbing materials, which will not interact with compounds in the mixture. The large compounds
will not enter the porous particles, and will elute first from the column. Medium size compounds
will partially enter the particles, while small size compounds can freely enter the particles. So sizeexclusion LPLC can separate compounds in order of decreasing size. Media for this type of LPLC
include polyacrylamide and modified carbohydrates.
1.4.4

Isolation by HPLC
High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is the most widely used technique for

final compound purification. Compared with LPLC, it is faster and easier to obtain a pure
compound from a complex mixture. The major difference between HPLC and LPLC is the size of
particles in the stationary phase. The particles in an HPLC column are much smaller and more
uniform in size than those in LPLC. Because of the small size of the particles, high pressure is
required to pump solvent through the system, and the high surface adsorption area enables good
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separation of compounds. There are four modes of HPLC: normal-phase, reversed phase, gel
permeation chromatography and ion exchange chromatography. The columns commonly used in
this work were reversed phase C18, and diol columns; the latter can be used in normal-phase as
well in reversed phase mode.
1.4.5

Dereplication
The definition of the term “dereplication” was first given by Beutler in 1990 as “a process

of quickly identifying known chemotypes”.36 As more and more natural compounds continue to
be discovered, it is important to use dereplication tools to make natural compound discovery faster,
more accurate and more efficient. Dereplication is usually conducted after the preliminary
separation of compounds from the crude mixture. Compounds can be dereplicated by HPLC-MS,
HPLC-UV, and NMR.37 Mass spectrometry (MS) is sensitive, rapid and accurate, and can detect
compounds at trace levels. Normally, electrospray ionization (ESI) is used to get the mass of
compounds, and since it is a soft ionization method that works in both positive and negative modes,
it provides pseudomolecular ions without significant fragmentation. Therefore, the obtained mass
can be directly used in database searching, such as the Dictionary of Natural Products (DNP) and
SciFinder. With the MS data, we can only determine that it is a new compound in the unlikely
event that its mass value is not in any of the databases. If its mass matches a known compound, it
could either be a known compound or a new compound with the same mass. In the latter two cases,
more information is needed to determine if it is a new compound. The retention time and UV data
from HPLC-UV are useful for comparison. UV spectroscopy is also a helpful tool to obtain
substructure information. But HPLC retention times depend strongly on the experimental
conditions, so an identification on the basis of mass spectroscopic data and HPLC-UV data alone
is unusual. The most important tool for dereplication is nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
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spectroscopy. Structure and substructure information can be quickly obtained from 1H-NMR
spectra. After obtaining this information from MS, UV and NMR, they can be input into a database,
such as the Dictionary of Natural Product (DNP) or SciFinder, to confirm whether it is a new
compound.
1.4.6

Structure Elucidation
Identification of the structure of isolated compounds relies on various kinds of analytical

instruments. The common methods that are used to determine the structures of molecules include
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, mass spectrometry (MS), infrared (IR)
spectroscopy and ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy. Known compounds can be dereplicated with MS
and 1D NMR as described above, while for new compounds, more in-depth analysis of the
structure is required. This means that 2D NMR spectra, including COSY, HSQC, HMBC, ROESY
and other methods need to be used to reveal the subunit structure and stereochemistry of
compounds. If crystals are available, an X-ray crystal structure can be used to determine the
structures of compounds.
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Chapter 2. Antiproliferative Terpenoids from Hypoestes sp. (Acanthaceae)

2.1 Introduction to Hypoestes sp. (Acanthaceae)
A crude extract of the leaves and flowers of a Hypoestes sp. (Acanthaceae) was prepared
in Madagascar from a plant collected there, and shipped to Virginia Tech. The crude extract was
reported as having antiproliferative activity against the A2780 ovarian cancer cell line with an IC50
value of 14 µg/mL. Fractionation was guided by the A2780 bioassay, and two known
antiproliferative compounds (2.1 and 2.2) were obtained from the hexane fraction with IC50 values
against A2780 cells of 6.9 µM and 3.4 µM, respectively. These compounds also exhibited
moderate antiplasmodial activity against the chloroquine/mefloquine resistant Dd2 strain of
Plasmodium falciparum with IC50 values of 9.9 µM and 2.8 µM, respectively.

Figure 2-1. Image of Hypoestes sp. (Acanthaceae). Photography by Charles Rakotovao, from
http://www.tropicos.org/Image/100146648
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Hypoestes is a genus of flowering plants of Old World origin, with many species wide
spread in the tropical and subtropical region of Africa and Asia. It belongs to the subfamily
Acanthoideae of the family Acanthaceae. The plant can grow up to 1 meter in height. Various
Hypoestes sp. have been used in traditional medicine to treat chest and heart diseases, gonorrhea,
and cancer, and for liver protection and as antipyretic and anti-inflammatory agents.1,2,3
Various compounds have been isolated from this plant, and have been reported to have
different biological activities. Shen et al. isolated four diterpenes (2.3-2.6) from Hypoestes
purpurea, and compound 2.3 exhibited moderate cytotoxic activity toward the KB cell line.1
Rasoamiaranjanahary et al. found five isopimarane diterpenes (2.7-2.11) from Hypoestes serpens,
and they all had antifungal activity against both the plant pathogenic fungus Cladosporium
cucumerinum and the yeast Candida albicans.4 The antiplasmodial fusicoccane diterpene
hypoestenonol (2.12) was isolated by Musayeib et al. from Hypoestes forskalei.5
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2.2 Results and Discussion
2.2.1

Isolation of Compounds 2.1 and 2.2
The crude extract was reported to have moderate antiproliferative activity against the

A2780 ovarian cancer cell line. After liquid-liquid partition of 2 g of crude extract, 860 mg of the
hexanes-soluble fraction was obtained with good antiproliferative activity against the A2780 cell
line (IC50 = 7.5 µg/mL). The hexanes fraction was further separated by chromatography on
Sephadex LH-20 and preparative C18 HPLC. The bioactive second fraction from preparative C18
HPLC was applied to semi-preparative C18 HPLC, and yielded the two diterpenoids 2.1 and 2.2.

Figure 2-2. Bioassay-guided separation of Hypoestes sp.
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2.2.2

Structure Elucidation of Compound 2.1
Compound 2.1 was obtained as a white powder. Its molecular formula was determined as

C20H32O based on its HRESIMS ion at m/z 289.2487 [M+H]+. From the
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C NMR and DEPT

spectrum, 20 carbons existed in the structure, with four CH3 groups, eight CH2 groups, four CH
groups, and four quaternary carbons in the formula, which indicated this compound may be a
diterpene.
Since the unsaturated degree of compound 2.1 was five, and there were two double bond
protons at dH 5.19 (1H, brs), and dH 5.62 (1H, t, J = 6.8 Hz), three rings should exist in the structure.
From the 1H NMR spectrum, signals at dH 0.72, 0.80, 0.99, and 1.58 with integrations of
three protons each showed the presence of four methyl groups. Only the methyl group with signal
at dH 0.80 was a doublet (J = 6.1 Hz), all the other three methyl groups were singlets. So the methyl
group at dH 0.80 was connected to a secondary carbon, and the other three were connected to
tertiary carbons.
A quaternary double bond carbon at dC 145.1 (C-13) was correlated with a double bond
proton at dH 5.62 (H-14) in the HMBC spectrum. This proton also correlated with a CH2 carbon
with a signal at dC 58.9 (C-15). From the HSQC spectrum, the protons of the carbon at dC 58.9
resonated at dH 4.20, which indicated that this carbon is an oxygen bearing CH2 group. Besides, in
the HMBC, another CH2 group with a signal at dH 4.17 (H2-16) was also correlated with the
quaternary carbon at dC 145.1 (C-13), and its proton chemical shift also indicated its linkage to an
oxygen. Therefore, these data suggested the structure of a 2,5-dihydrofuran ring. The HMBC
spectrum also showed a correlation between C-13 and H2-12 (dH 1.93), and H2-12 correlated with
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C-11 (dC 37.2), and H2-11(dH 1.37) was correlated with C-9 (dC 38.8), which was a quaternary
carbon. All this information led to the possible partial structure 2.13.

The double bond and the 2,5-dihydrofuran ring accounted for three degrees of unsaturation,
indicating two additional rings. Since the 2,5-dihydrofuran ring and its attaching side chain had
six carbons, and there were four methyl groups, only ten carbons remained to be accounted for,
suggesting a decalin ring system.
In the HMBC spectrum (Figure 2-3), H3-17 (dH 0.80, 3H, d, J = 6.1 Hz) and H3-18 (dH 1.58,
3H, s) both correlated with the C-9 (dC 38.8), which was a ring carbon. And because CH3-17 was
a doublet, it could not be directly connected to C-9. A weak correlation was observed between C10 (dC 46.6) and H2-11 (dH 1.37), giving the partial structure 2.14.

The COSY spectrum showed that H-10 (dH 1.36) correlated with H2-1 (dH 1.40), H2-1 (dH
1.40) correlated with H2-2 (dH 2.01), and H2-2 (dH 2.01) correlated with the double bond proton
H-3 (dH 5.19). In the HMBC spectrum, H-3 (dH 5.19) correlated with the quaternary double bond
carbon C-4 (dC 144.7), and correlations of H3-20 (dH 0.72) to C-3 (dC 120.6), C-4 (dC 144.7), and
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C-19 (dC 20.1) were also observed. Although the 2-bond correlation between H-10 and C-5 was
not observed, the correlation between C-10 (dC 46.6) and H3-19 (dH 0.99) confirmed that C-10 and
C-5 were in a six-membered ring as shown in the partial structure 2.15. Combination of partial
structures 2.14 and 2.15 led to the planar structure of compound 2.1.

Table 2-1. NMR spectroscopic data (500 MHz, CDCl3) for compound 2.1.

Position
1

dC, typeb
18.4, CH2

2
3
4
5
6

27.6, CH2
120.6, CH
144.7, C
38.8, C
37.1, CH2

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

27.6, CH2
37.0, CH
38.8, C
46.6, CH
37.2, CH2
29.3, CH2
145.1, C
126.2, CH
58.9, CH2
61.5, CH2
16.2, CH3
18.2, CH3
20.1, CH3
18.5, CH3

Compound 2.1
dH (J in Hz)a
1.40, mc
1.42, mc
2.01, m
5.19, m

HMBC
2, 10
1, 3, 4
20

1.19, m
1.69, dt (12.8, 2.9)
1.40, mc
1.51, mc

5, 10, 19

1.36, mc
1.37, mc
1.93, mc

19
10, 18
13, 14, 15

5.62, t (6.8)
4.20, d (6.8)
4.17, s
0.80, d (6.1)
1.58, sc
0.99, s
0.72, s
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5, 8
9, 17, 18

12, 13, 15, 16
13, 14
12, 13, 14
7, 8, 9
8, 9, 11
5, 6, 10
3, 4, 19

a

Data(d) measured at 500 MHz; s = singlet, d = doublet, m = multiplet. J values are in Hz and are omitted if the signals
overlapped as multiplets. The overlapped signals were assigned from HSQC and HMBC spectra.
b
Data(d) measured at 125 MHz.
c
Overlaping signal.

NOESY correlations were used to determine the relative stereochemistry of compound 2.1.
The correlation between CH3-17, CH3-18 and CH3-19 indicated that these three methyl groups
were cofacial, while the missing correlation between CH2-11 and CH3-19 showed that the 2,5dihydrofuran ring branch was on the opposite face from the CH3-19 group.

The absolute configuration of 2.1 was determined to be the same as that of the compound
isolated by Liu et al. in 2014,6 based on a comparison of the specific rotation of 2.1 ([a]D -50º (c
0.1, MeOH)) with that of the literature compound ([a]D -37º (c 0.1, MeOH)). It was reported with
significant antibacterial activity against Gram-positive bacteria. The comparison between the 1H
NMR data and 13C NMR data with literature data are summarized in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2. Compare NMR spectroscopic data for compound 2.1 with literature.

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Compound 2.1
dC, (J in Hz)b
dH, (J in Hz)a
18.4, CH2
1.40, mc
1.42, mc
27.6, CH2
2.01, m
120.6, CH
5.19, m
144.7, C
38.8, C
37.1, CH2
1.19, m
1.69, dt (12.8, 2.9)
27.6, CH2
1.40, mc
37.0, CH
1.51, mc
38.8, C
46.6, CH
1.36, mc
37.2, CH2
1.37, mc
29.3, CH2
1.93, mc
145.1, C
126.2, CH
5.62, t (6.8)
58.9, CH2
4.20, d (6.8)
61.5, CH2
4.17, s
16.2, CH3
0.80, d (6.1)
18.2, CH3
1.58, sc
20.1, CH3
0.99, s
18.5, CH3
0.72, s

Literature Value for 2.16
dC, (J in Hz)
dH (J in Hz)
18.4, CH2
1.36, m
1.42, m
27.0, CH2
2.01, m
120.5, CH
5.17, brs
144.6, C
38.3, C
36.9, CH2
1.17, m
1.69, dt (12.8, 3.0)
27.6, CH2
1.39, m
36.3, CH
1.47, m
38.8, C
46.5, CH
1.36, m
37.1, CH2
1.38, m
29.1, CH2
1.95, m
144.9, C
126.0, CH
5.57, t (7.0)
58.5, CH2
4.14, d (7.0)
60.8, CH2
4.11, s
16.1, CH3
0.79, d (6.3)
18.1, CH3
1.57, brs
20.0, CH3
0.98, s
18.5, CH3
0.71, s

a

Data(d) measured at 500 MHz; s = singlet, d = doublet, m = multiplet. J values are in Hz and are omitted if the signals
overlapped as multiplets. The overlapped signals were assigned from HSQC and HMBC spectra.
b
Data(d) measured at 125 MHz;
c
Overlaping signal.

2.2.3

Structure Elucidation of Compound 2.2
Compound 2.2 was isolated as white powder. Its molecular formula was determined as

C20H30O3 based on its HRESIMS ion at m/z 341.1985 [M+Na]+. The structure of compound 2.2
was determined by comparing its 1H NMR spectrum with that of compound 2.1, as summarized in
Table 2-2.
The 1H NMR spectrum of 2.2 indicates the presence of four methyl groups and the signals
in the range from 1.35 ppm to 2.5 ppm were essentially identical with those of 2.1. These indicated
that compound 2.2 had the same ring system as compound 2.1.
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The major difference between compound 2.1 and 2.2 occurred in the range of double bond
protons and the H2-15 (dH 4.20) and H2-16 (dH 4.17) protons. As shown in Figure 2-3, in the 1H
NMR spectrum of compound 2.2, signals for dH 4.20 (H-15) and dH 4.17 (H-16) were missing
from the spectrum. The signal at dH 5.60 (H-14) changed from a triplet to a singlet, and moved to
dH 5.85, and one more singlet proton with dH 5.99 appeared in the spectrum. These changes
indicated that the protons of H2-15 and H2-16 have been replaced. The extra singlet proton with
dH 5.90 indicated that one H2-16 proton has been replaced with a hydroxyl group, which made the
H2-16 proton move upfield. The singlet for H-14 and its correlation in the HMBC spectrum with
a carbon at dC 171.5 indicated that there is a carbonyl group at position 15.

Compound 2.1

Compound 2.2

Figure 2-3. Selected range of 1H NMR spectra of compound 2.1 and 2.2.

All these data taken together indicated that the structure of compound 2.2 was very similar
with that of compound 2.1. The difference was the structure of 2, 5-dihydrofuran, which changed
to 5-hydroxyfuran-2(5H)-furanone moiety.
The absolute structure of compound 2.2 was determined as shown here, by comparing its
specific rotation ([a]D -42º (c 0.1, MeOH)) with that of the compound isolated by Bhattacharya et
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al. in 2015 ([a]D -24.43º (c 0.95, MeOH)).7 Since the 5-hydroxyfuran-2(5H)-furanone moiety is
an intramolecular hemiacetal, and has equivalent between cyclic hemiacetal form and open form,
the stereochemistry of the hemiacetal OH group is ambiguous, and compound 2.2 is a mixture of
both isomers. Compound 2.2 had been isolated from the plants Polyalthia longitolia, Caryopteris
incana, Mitrephora thorelii, and Polyalthia longifolia.7,8,9,10 The comparison between the 1H NMR
data with literature data are summarized in Table 2-3.
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Table 2-3. Compare NMR spectroscopic data for compound 2.2 with literature.

Position
1
2
3
6
7
8
10
11
12
14
16
17
18
19
20

Compound 2.2
dH, (J in Hz)a
1.40, mc
1.42, mc
2.01, m
5.19, m
1.19, m
1.69, dt (12.8, 2.9)
1.40, mc
1.51, mc
1.36, mc
1.37, mc
2.09, m
5.86, s
5.99, s
0.88, d (6.5)
1.57, s
0.98, s
0.73, s

Literature Value for 2.27
dH, (J in Hz)a
1.43-1.57, m
1.43-1.57, m
2.01, m
5.20, brs
1.37-1.19, m
1.65, m
1.43-1.57, m
1.43-1.57, m
1.37-1.19, m
1.37-1.19, m
2.10, m
5.85, m
6.07, s
0.83, d (6.5)
1.60, s
1.02, s
0.79, s

a

Data(d) measured at 500 MHz; s = singlet, d = doublet, m = multiplet. J values are in Hz and are omitted if the signals
overlapped as multiplets. The overlapped signals were assigned from HSQC and HMBC spectra.
b
Data(d) measured at 400 MHz.
c
Overlaping signal.

2.3 Bioactivities
The antiproliferative activities of compound 2.1 and 2.2 were tested against the A2780
ovarian cancer cell line and their antiplasmodial activities were tested against the chloroquineresistant Plasmodium falciparum Dd2 strain. Both compounds 2.1 and 2.2 showed moderate
activity against A2780, with IC50 values of 6.9 µM and 3.4 µM, respectively. They also displayed
good antiplasmodial activity against Plasmodium falciparum Dd2. Compound 2.1 had an IC50
value of 9.9 ± 1.4 µM, and compound 2.2 had an IC50 value of 2.8 ± 0.7 µM. This work reports
the first isolation of compound 2.1 from a Hypoestes sp. extract, and also the discovery of its
antiproliferative activity against ovarian cancer cells and its antiplasmodial activity against
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Plasmodium falciparum Dd2. Compound 2.2 has been previously reported to have antifungal,7
antimalarial,8 anti-tumor,9 and anti-inflammatory10 activities.
Table 2-4. Antiproliferative and antimalarial activity data of compound 2.1 and 2.2.

Compound
2.1
2.2

A2780 ovarian cancer cells
IC50 (µM)
6.9 ± 0.8
3.4 ± 0.5

P. falciparum Dd2 strain
IC50 (µM)
9.9 ± 1.4
2.8 ± 0.7

2.4 Experimental Section
2.4.1

General Experimental Procedures
The mass spectra was measured on an Agilent 6220 LC-TOF-MS in the positive ion mode.

NMR spectra were obtained in CDCl3 on a Bruker Avance 500 spectrometer. Low pressure column
chromatography was performed on Sephadex LH-20 with 1:1 dichloromethane and methanol
solvent. The preparative HPLC was performed on an instrument with a Shimadzu SCL-10A
controller, Shimadzu LC-8A pumps, and SPD-M10A UV detector with a preparative C18 Varian
Dynamax column (250 × 21.4 mm). Semi-preparative HPLC was carried out on an instrument
with Shimadzu SCL-10A controller, Shimadzu LC-10AT pumps, SPD-M10A UV detector, and
SEDEX 75 ELSD detector with a semi-preparative C18 Varian Dynamax column (250 × 10 mm).
2.4.2

Plant Material
The Hypoestes sp. plant was collected by Stephan Rakotonandrasana from the Orangea

forest in Antsiranana, Madagascar, in a thicket on dry sand near the Sakalava Bay on October 3,
2006. The coordinates of collection location is 12º15´S 049º20´E (-12.2500, 49.3333).
2.4.3

Extraction and Isolation
Dried leaves and flowers of Hypoestes sp. (Acanthaceae) were ground, extracted with

EtOH at room temperature for 24 hours and evaporated to give an extract designated MG 3985. A
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sample of 5.47 g of this extract with an IC50 value 14.0 µg/mL against the A2780 cell line was
shipped to Virginia Tech. A 2 g sample of MG 3985 was suspended in 100 mL 90% aqueous
MeOH, and then extracted with hexanes (3 × 100 mL portions) to give 860 mg hexanes-soluble
fractions with IC50 value of 7.5 µg/mL. The remaining aqueous MeOH fraction was evaporated
under vacuum and redissolved in 60% aqueous MeOH. This fraction was then extracted with
CH2Cl2 (3 × 100 mL portions) to give 548 mg of a CH2Cl2–soluble fraction with an IC50 value of
15 µg/mL. The residual aqueous MeOH-soluble fraction was evaporated under vacuum, and
yielded 499 mg of material with an IC50 value over 20 µg/mL. The most active hexanes-soluble
fraction was subjected to size exclusion open column chromatography on a Sephadex LH-20
column and elution with 1:1 CH2Cl2/MeOH solvent. Two fractions, with masses of 122 mg and
661 mg, were obtained from this procedure. Their activities were > 20 µg/mL and 13 µg/mL,
respectively. The fraction with IC50 of 13 µg/mL was further fractionated by using the preparative
C18 HPLC with a preparative C18 Varian Dynamax column (250 × 21.4 mm), and eluting with
aqueous MeOH from 50% to 100% within 1 hour with a flow rate of 10 mL/min. This gave three
fractions, with activities of 10 µg/mL, 6.7 µg/mL and 11 µg/mL, respectively. About 2 mg of the
fraction with IC50 of 6.7 µg/mL was then subjected to separation on a semi-preparative C18 Varian
Dynamax HPLC column (10 × 250 mm) and eluted with aqueous MeOH with a gradient from 75%
to 85% MeOH over 30 minutes with a flow rate of 2.5 mL/min. Compound 2.1 (0.33 mg) was
obtained at 21 min, compound 2.2 (0.19 mg) was obtained at 26 min.
2.4.4

Antiproliferative Bioassays
The antiproliferative bioassays were conducted by testing the compound’s activity against

the drug-sensitive A2780 ovarian cancer cell line. After culturing for 3 days, the cells grew to
around 90% confluency. The cells were then incubated with trypsin for 3-5 minutes and added to
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the growth medium (RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 2 mM Lglutamine). Cells were then counted by using a hemacytometer and diluted to a concentration of
2.5 × 105 cells per mL in growth medium. The assay was set up in a 96-well microtiter plate and
199 µL cell suspension were added into eleven columns of the plate. The remaining column was
plated with growth medium alone (no cells) to serve as background. The cell plate was then
incubated for 3 hours at 37 oC with 5% CO2 to allow the cells to adhere to the wells. During this
incubation, the drug plate was prepared. The potential antiproliferative agents were dissolved in
50% aqueous DMSO, and made into a series of concentrations at 20 µg/mL, 4 µg/mL, 0.8 µg/mL
and 0.16 µg/mL. One column of the drug plate was left empty and four dilutions of paclitaxel were
included as positive control. Diluted agents (1 µL each) in the drug plate were then added to the
corresponding positions in the cell plate and incubated for another 2 days at 37 oC with 5% CO2.
Then the medium in each well was replaced with reaction medium containing 1% AlamarBlue,
which reacts with living cells and is converted to its fluorescent form. The fluorescence intensity
was measured with a Cytofluor Series 4000 plate reader with an excitation wavelength of 530 nm
and an emission wavelength of 590 nm. The fluorescence intensity data were analyzed by linear
regression to calculate the IC50 value of each sample. For pure active compounds, samples were
analyzed in triplicate to provide reliable IC50 values.
2.4.5

Antimalarial Bioassays
The antimalarial bioassay was conducted on the Dd2 chloroquine resistant strain of

Plasmodium falciparum. The parasites were cultured in the gas mixture of 4.99% O2, 5.06% CO2,
and 89.95% N2 for 3 to 4 days to reach their ring stage, which was determined by light microscopy.
Then after incubation with potential antiplasmodial agents for another 72 hours, SYBR Green I
was added to determine the amount of DNA present. SYBR Green I bonds with double strand
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DNA to generate a fluorescent complex. The IC50 values were calculated based on the fluorescence
intensity of diluted samples. The IC50 values of pure active compounds were determined in
duplicate, and expressed with ±SEM.
2.4.6

Spectroscopic Properties

Compound 2.1: white powder; [a]D -50º (c 0.1, MeOH), [lit.6 [a]D -37º (c 0.1, MeOH)]; 1H NMR
(500 MHz, CDCl3) see Table 2-1; HRESIMS m/z 289.2485 [M+H]+ (calcd for C20H33O+,
289.2487).
Compound 2.2: white powder; [a]D -42º (c 0.1, MeOH), [lit.7 [a]D -24.43º (c 0.95, MeOH)]; 1H
NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) see Table 2-2; HRESIMS m/z 341.1985 [M+Na]+ (calcd for
C20H30O3Na+, 341.2087).
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2.5 Supporting Information
2.5.1

1

H NMR spectrum of 2.1 (CDCl3, 500 MHz)
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2.5.2

13

C NMR spectrum of 2.1 (CDCl3, 125 MHz)
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2.5.3

COSY spectrum of 2.1 (CDCl3, 500 MHz)
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2.5.4

HSQC spectrum of 2.1 (CDCl3, 500 MHz, 125 MHz)
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2.5.5

HMBC spectrum of 2.1 (CDCl3, 500 MHz, 125 MHz)
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2.5.6

1

H NMR spectrum of 2.2 (CDCl3, 500 MHz) not pure
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Chapter 3. Antiplasmodial Limonoids from Carapa guianensis (Meliaceae)

3.1 Introduction to Carapa guianensis (Meliaceae)
A crude extract from the wood of Carapa guianensis (Meliaceae) collected from Guyana,
was provided by the Natural Product Discovery Institute (NPDI). The crude extract had
antiplasmodial activity against Plasmodium falciparum with an IC50 of 2.5 µg/mL. Fractionation
was guided by antimalarial bioassay and the four known antiplasmodial compounds (3.1, 3.2, 3.3
and 3.4) were obtained from the combined hexanes and dichloromethane fractions. Their IC50
values against chloroquine-resistant Plasmodium falciparum strain, Dd2, were 2.0 ± 0.3 µM, 2.1
± 0.1 µM, 2.1 ± 0.2 µM and 2.8 ± 0.2 µM, respectively.

Figure 3-1. Image of Carapa guianensis (Meliaceae). Photography by A. Gentry, from
http://www.tropicos.org/Image/100109184
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Carapa guianensis is also called andiroba.1 It is a flowering plant in the Meliaceae family,
and it can grow up to 40 meters in height. It has large and textured leaves, and it produces brown,
woody nuts, which look like chestnuts. The trees of this genus are widely spread in tropical South
America, Central America and Africa. Its wood has been extensively used as commercial timber,
and its bark, flowers and seeds have been used to extract andiroba oil for centuries by the
Amazonian people. Andiroba oil has about 65% unsaturated fatty acids and 9% linoleic acid. It
has been traditionally used to repel insects, prevent mosquitos from biting, and to treat skin
problems (including skin cancer).2 It also has analgesic,3 antimalarial,4 anti-inflammatory,5 antiallergic,6 and antiplasmodial7 activities.
Y. Matsui et al. reported a new gedunin and two new limonoids (3.5 - 3.7) from the seeds
of Carapa guianensis which showed inhibitory activity to RAW264.7 cells.8 Compound 3.8 was
isolated from the seeds of Carapa procera by M. Dioum et al. in 2016.9 It displayed strong
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anticlonogenic activity. T. Inoue et al. isolated three gedunin-type limonoids (3.4, 3.9 and 3.10)
from seeds of Carapa guianensis which significantly reduce triglyceride levels in hepatocytes.10
3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1

Isolation of Compounds 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4
The crude extract of the wood of Carapa guianensis had good antiplasmodial activity

against chloroquine resistant Plasmodium falciparum strain, Dd2, with an IC50 of about 2.5 µg/mL.
Liquid-liquid partition of 105 mg of crude extract as previously described gave 20 mg hexanes
fraction, 51 mg dichloromethane fraction and 29 mg aqueous methanol fraction. All three fractions
exhibited moderate antiplasmodial activities. Evaluation of these fractions by TLC on silica gel
showed that the hexanes and dichloromethane fractions shared similar patterns and major
compounds. These fractions were thus combined and applied to reversed phase C18 HPLC. The
four known limonoids 3.1 – 3.4 were isolated by this method.

Figure 3-2. Bioassay-guided Separation of Carapa guianensis.
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3.2.2

Structure Elucidation of Compound 3.1
Compound 3.1 was isolated as a colorless oil. It had the molecular formula C32H38O11 based

on its HRESIMS ions at m/z 599.2490 [M+H]+ and m/z 621.2304 [M+Na]+. So compound 3.1 was
a highly unsaturated compound with 14 degrees of unsaturation.
The 1H NMR spectrum of compound 3.1 contained signals for three protons at dH 7.40 (H24), 7.42 (H-25) and 7.14 (H-1) located in the aromatic proton range. However, its UV spectrum
did not show aromatic ring absorption. Therefore, along with protons with signals at dH 5.99 and
6.32, five double bond protons were identified in the structure, which indicated the existence of
three double bonds. This was confirmed from the 13C NMR spectrum, which had signals for six
double bond carbons at dC 109.9, 119.9, 127.3, 141.5, 143.5 and 154.2.
As mentioned above, H-24 (dH 7.40) and H-25 (dH 7.42) had large chemical shifts
compared with normal double bond protons and led to the conclusion that they were linked to an
oxygen. In the 1H NMR and COSY spectra, H-24 (dH 7.40), H-25 (dH 7.42), and H-26 (dH 6.32)
were coupled with each other with coupling constants of J = 1.7 and 0.8. And they were also
correlated with a quaternary double bond carbon C-23 (dC 119.9). All this information supported
the structure of a furan ring. And because only correlations from H-17 (dH 5.61) to C-23 (dC 119.9)
and C-24 (dC 143.5) and C-26 (dC 109.9) were observed in the HMBC spectrum, the furan ring
should link at position 17 (3.11).

Signals in 1H NMR spectrum indicated the presence of 8 methyl groups (dH 1.27, 3H, s; dH
1.17, 3H, s; dH 1.43, 3H, s; dH 1.48, 3H, s; dH 1.23, 3H, s; dH 2.04, 3H, s; dH 2.12, 3H, s; dH 2.13,
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3H, s). Three of these groups with signals at dH 2.04, 2.12 and 2.13 were correlated with carbons
at dC 169.8, dC 170.0 and dC 170.2 in the HMBC spectrum. And in the HSQC spectrum, the
chemical shift of their carbons were dC 21.1, dC 21.4 and dC 21.7, respectively. These indicated
that they were the methyl groups of three acetoxy groups. The remaining methyl groups were all
singlets, so there were five quaternary methyl groups in the structure.
Aside from the three carbonyls in the acetoxy groups, there were two additional singlet
carbonyl carbons with signals at dC 203 and 166.6 in

13

C NMR spectrum, which indicated the

presence of a ketone and an ester group in the structure.
In the HMBC spectrum, the carbonyl carbon C-3 (dC 203) correlated with double bond
protons H-1 (dH 7.14) and H-2 (dH 5.99). This showed the presence of an a,b-unsaturated ketone
in the structure. The HMBC spectrum showed correlations between H3-18 (dH 1.27) and H3-19 (dH
1.17) to quaternary carbon C-4 (dC 44.8). Correlations from H3-18 and H3-19 were also observed
to carbonyl carbon C-3 (dC 203.4) and C-5 (dC 49.1). Additional correlations were observed from
H-2 (dH 5.99) to C-4 (dC 44.8) and from H-1 (dH 7.14) to C-3 (dC 203.4), C-5 (dC 49.1) and C-10
(dC 41.3). These correlations taken together indicate that compound 3.1 contains a 6-membered
ring as shown in partial structure 3.12.

The second carbonyl carbon C-16 (dC 166.6) had a smaller chemical shift than carbonyl
carbon C-3 (dC 203.4). Its chemical shift was very similar with that of carbonyl carbons in the
acetoxy groups, which indicated that carbonyl C-16 was linked with an oxygen. In the HMBC
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spectrum, carbonyl C-16 only correlated with H-15 (dH 3.68), and H-15 correlated with the two
quaternary carbons C-13 (dC 38.0) and C-14 (dC 69.6). Also C-13 and C-14 both correlated with
CH-17 (dH 5.61), which was linked to the furan ring. In addition, the proton chemical shift of H17 is dH 5.61, which indicated that CH-17 was an oxygen bearing CH group and forms part of a
six-membered ring as shown in the partial structure 3.13.

In the 1H NMR spectrum, H-15 had a proton chemical shift at dH 3.68, which indicated it
was oxygenated. A three-member ring formed by CH-15, C-16 and O-33 would be very unstable,
so CH-15 must be linked with another oxygen. Unlike normal ring carbons with chemical shifts
under 50 ppm, C-14 had a carbon resonance at dC 69.6, which indicated that C-14 and CH-15 may
be connected with a same oxygen. All this information indicated the presence of an ab-epoxy-dfuryl-d-lactone (3.14) in the structure of compound 3.1.

At this point all oxygen atoms and three double bonds have been assigned, and only two
unsaturated degrees and six carbons remain to be assigned. These carbons can be assigned to two
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additional rings, and this assignment was supported by the HMBC correlations and COSY
correlations.

NOESY correlations were used to determine the relative stereochemistry of compound 3.1.
The CH-24, CH3-22 and CH-11 were correlated with each other, but the correlation between CH11 and CH3-20 was missing. CH3-20 had correlations with CH-6 and CH-7, and CH-7 had
correlations with CH3-21 and CH-15. Therefore, the furan ring, CH3-22, the 6-acetoxy group and
the 7-acetoxy group were cofacial, while the 11-acetoxy group, CH3-20, CH3-21 and epoxide were
on the opposite side of the structure.

The absolute stereochemistry of compound 3.1 was determined to be the same as the
compound reported by Connolly et al. in 1966.11 This was confirmed by comparing the specific
rotation of compound 3.1 ([a]D +88º (c 0.1, MeOH)) with that of the literature compound ([a]D
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+58º (c 0.13, MeOH)). Compound 3.1 is a derivative of gedunin, and it is reported with
antimicrobial activity. Even though it was isolated 50 years ago, very little work has been done on
it, and no complete NMR spectra have been reported.
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Table 3-1. NMR spectroscopic data of 3.1.

Position
1
2
3
4
5

dC, typeb
154.2, CH
127.3, CH
203.4, C
44.8, C
49.1, CH

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

69.6, CH
73.7, CH
42.9, C
42.1, CH
41.3, C
66.2, CH
36.3, CH2

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
6-OCOCH3
6-OCOCH3
7-OCOCH3
7-OCOCH3
11-OCOCH3
11-OCOCH3

38.0, C
69.6, C
55.3, CH
166.6, C
78.0, CH
20.7, CH3
31.9, CH3
24.1, CH3
20.2, CH3
17.2, CH3
119.9, C
143.5, CH
141.5, CH
109.9, CH
169.8, C
21.1, CH3
170.0, C
21.4, CH3
170.2, C
21.7, CH3

Compound 3.1
dH (J in Hz)a
7.14, d (10.1)
5.99, d (10.1)

2.51, d (12.4)
5.38, dd (2.6, 12.4)
4.92, d (2.6)
2.59, d (5.0)
5.80, dt (5.0, 5.9)
1.55, s
2.34, dd (4.4, 9.7)

1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 18, 19,
20, 6-OCOCH3
5, 7, 10, 6-OCOCH3
6, 8, 21, 7-OCOCH3
5, 8, 10, 11, 20, 21
9, 11-OCOCH3
11, 13, 22
9, 11, 13, 14, 22

3.68, s

13, 14, 16

5.61, s
1.27, s
1.17, s
1.43, s
1.48, s
1.23, s

13, 14, 22, 23, 24, 26
3, 4, 5, 19
3, 4, 5, 18
1, 5, 10
7, 9, 14
12, 13, 14, 17

7.40, dd (1.7, 0.8)
7.42, dd (1.7, 1.7)
6.32, dd (0.8, 1.7)

a

HMBC
3, 5, 10, 20
3, 4, 10

23, 25, 26
23, 24, 26
23, 24, 25

2.13, s

6-OCOCH3

2.12, s

7-OCOCH3

2.04, s

11-OCOCH3

Data(d) measured at 500 MHz; s = singlet, d = doublet, m = multiplet. J values are in Hz and are omitted if the
signals overlapped as multiplets.
b
Data(d)measured at 125 MHz.
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3.2.3

Structure Elucidation of Compounds 3.2 to 3.4
Compounds 3.2 to 3.4 were isolated as colorless oils similar to compound 3.1. Compound

3.2 had the molecular formula C30H35O9 based on its HRESIMS ion at m/z 541.2438 [M+H]+.
Compound 3.3 had the same molecular formula based on its HRESIMS ion at m/z 541.2438
[M+H]+. Compound 3.4 had the molecular formula C28H33O7 based on its HRESIMS ion at m/z
483.2381 [M+H]+. Therefore, compounds 3.2 and 3.3 are isomers. The difference in molecular
weight between compound 3.1 and compounds 3.2/3.3 was 58 (C2H2O2), which was equal to the
loss of one acetoxy group. Similarly, the difference between compound 3.2/3.3 and compound 3.4
was also 58 (C2H2O2), which indicated the loss of another acetoxy group.
These conclusions were confirmed by comparing their 1H NMR spectra with that of
compound 3.1. From their 1H NMR spectra, compounds 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 all had five methyl groups
as in compound 3.1. The presence of proton signals around dH 7.4 (H-24, H-25) and 6.3 (H-26)
indicated the presence of a furan ring as in compound 3.1. The similar chemical shifts of H-15 and
H-17 (3.1: H-15 dH 3.68, H-17 dH 5.61; 3.2: H-15 dH 3.59, H-17 dH 5.61; 3.3: H-15 dH 3.61, H-17
dH 5.62; 3.4: H-15 dH 3.53, H-17 dH 5.62) showed the presence of an ab-epoxy-d-furyl-d-lactone.
The similar chemical shifts of H-1, H-2 (3.1: H-1 dH 7.14, H-2 dH 5.99; 3.2: H-1 dH 7.13, H-2 dH
5.92; 3.3: H-1 dH 7.08, H-2 dH 5.95; 3.4: H-1 dH 7.09, H-2 dH 5.88;) also indicated the presence of
an a,b-unsaturated ketone. All this information indicated the highly similar structures of
compounds 3.1-3.4. The differences turned out to be the number of acetoxy groups in each
compound as shown in Figure 3-3.
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Compound 3.1

Compound 3.2

Compound 3.3

Compound 3.4

Figure 3-3. Selected range of 1H NMR spectra of compounds 3.1 to 3.4 in the 1.90-2.30 ppm range.

The protons with signals at dH 5.38, 4.92 and 5.80 were assigned as H-6, H-7 and H-11,
respectively, in the structure of compound 3.1. In the 1H NMR spectrum of compound 3.2, the
remaining signal of H-7 (dH 4.59) and H-11 (dH 5.80) and the missing signal of H-6 around 5.38
indicated the absence of the 6-acetoxy group in the structure of compound 3.2. This led to the
structure of compound 3.2, which lost one acetoxy group at position 6 compared with compound
3.1. For compound 3.3, signals for two acetoxy groups appeared in its 1H NMR spectrum, and the
remaining proton signal for H-6 (dH 5.29), H-7 (dH 4.89), and the replacement of the proton signal
at dH 5.80 for H-11 with signals for two protons at around 1.8 ppm indicated the absence of the
11-acetoxy group in the structure, compared with compound 3.1. For compound 3.4, a signal for
only one acetoxy groups remained in its 1H NMR spectrum, and signals for both H-6 around dH
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5.38, and H-11 around dH 5.80 were missing. This led to the structure of compound 3.4, with only
one acetoxy group remaining in the position 7.
In summary, compounds 3.1 to 3.4 had very similar structures. Compound 3.4 is known as
gedunin, with only one acetoxy group on position 7.12 Compounds 3.1 to 3.3 are thus gedunin
derivatives. Compared with compound 3.4, compound 3.315 had an additional acetoxy group at
position 6, and compound 3.211 had an additional acetoxy group at position 11, and compound
3.111 had two additional acetoxy groups at both positions 6 and 11. Their absolute stereochemistry
were determined by comparing their specific rotation with those in the literature. The specific
rotation of compound 3.2 is [a]D +52º (c 0.1, MeOH), while the literature value is [a]D +33º (c
0.14, MeOH). The specific rotation of compound 3.3 is [a]D +24º (c 0.1, MeOH), while the
literature value is [a]D +22.4º (c 0.26, MeOH). And the specific rotation of compound 3.4 is [a]D
+28º (c 0.1, MeOH), while the literature value is [a]D +6.8º (c 0.32, MeOH). Although these
compounds were isolated a long time ago, no complete NMR data have been reported.

3.3 Bioactivities
The antiplasmodial activities of compounds 3.1 to 3.4 were determined against the Dd2
strain of Plasmodium falciparum. All four compounds showed good antiplasmodial activity, with
IC50 values of 2.0 ± 0.3 µM, 2.1 ± 0.1 µM, 2.1 ± 0.2 µM, and 2.8 ± 0.2 µM, respectively.
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Compound 3.4, also known as gedunin, was first reported in 1960 by Akisanya et al.12 It
was then reported to have various biological activities, including antimalarial13 and antiinflammatory14 activity. Various gedunin derived compounds were then isolated. 6a,11bdiacetoxygedunin (3.1) and 11b-acetoxygedunin (3.2) were reported by J. Connolly et al. in
1966.11 6a-Acetoxygedunin (3.3) was reported by D. Lavie et al. in 1972.15 Compound 3.1 has
been less studied and has only been reported to have antimicrobial activity,16 so this is the first
report of its antiplasmodial activity. Compounds 3.2 and 3.3 have been reported with
antiplasmodial activity,13,17 and compound 3.3 also has anti-inflammatory activity.14
Table 3-2. Antiplasmodial activity of compound 3.1 to 3.4.

Compound

P. falciparum Dd2 strain, IC50 (µM)

3.1

2.0 ± 0.3

3.2

2.1 ± 0.1

3.3

2.1 ± 0.2

3.4

2.8 ± 0.2

3.4 Experimental Section
3.4.1

General Experimental Procedures
Mass spectra were measured on an Agilent 6220 LC-TOF-MS in the positive ion mode.

NMR spectra were obtained in CDCl3 on Bruker AVANCE 500 spectrometer. Semi-preparative
HPLC was carried out on an instrument with a Shimadzu SCL-10A controller, Shimadzu LC10AT pumps, SPD-M10A UV detector, and SEDEX 75 ELSD detector, with a semi-preparative
C18 Varian Dynamax column (250 × 10 mm).
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3.4.2

Plant Material
The wood parts of Carapa guianensis were collected at Groete Greek, 27 km from Bartica,

Essequibo, Guyana by S. Tiwari under the auspices of the New Yourk Botanical Garden. The
voucher specimen is St01017d.
3.4.3

Extraction and Isolation
Dried, powdered wood of Carapa guianensis (Meliaceae) was exhaustively extracted with

EtOH at room temperature for 24 hours and the extract was then partitioned between aquous
methanol and dichloromethane. The dichloromethane fraction was found to have antiplasmodial
activity with an IC50 value around 3 µg/mL, and shipped to Virginia Tech as crude extract
0013102-09F. A 105 mg sample was suspended in 100 mL 90% aqueous MeOH, and then
extracted with hexanes (3 × 100 mL portions) to give 20 mg of a hexanes-soluble fraction with an
IC50 value between 5 and 10 µg/mL. The remaining materials were evaporated under vacuum and
dissolved in 60% aqueous MeOH. This fraction was then extracted with dichloromethane (3 × 100
mL portions) to give 51 mg of a CH2Cl2–soluble fraction with IC50 value between 2.5 and 5 µg/mL.
The residual aqueous MeOH soluble fraction was evaporated under vacuum, and yielded 29 mg
of material with an IC50 value between 5 and 10 µg/mL. On TLC plate (silica gel developed with
CH2Cl2 : MeOH = 20 : 1), the hexanes fraction and dichloromethane fraction shared a similar
pattern and similar major compounds, which led to the combination of these two fractions prior to
further purification. Around 10 mg combined fractions were applied to semi-preparative C18 HPLC
column (10 × 250 mm) and eluted with aqueous acetonitrile from 50% to 70% over 30 minutes
with a flow rate of 2.5 mL/min. Compound 3.1 (2.1 mg) was obtained at 18 min, compound 3.2
(2.7 mg) was obtained at 19 min, Compound 3.3 (1.3 mg) was obtained at 22.5 min, and compound
3.4 (0.5 mg) was obtained at 24 min.
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3.4.4

Antimalarial Bioassays
The antimalarial bioassays were conducted in Dr. Cassera’s group by the same procedures

as described in chapter 2.
3.4.5

Spectroscopic Properties

Compound 3.1: oil; [a]D +88º (c 0.1, MeOH), [lit.11 [a]D +58º (c 0.13, MeOH)]; IR (film) nmax
1739, 1674, 1218, 1032, 752 cm-1; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) see Table 3-1; HRESIMS m/z
599.2490 [M+H]+ (calcd for C32H38O11+, 599.2448).
Compound 3.2: oil; [a]D +52º (c 0.1, MeOH), [lit.11 [a]D +33º (c 0.14, MeOH)]; 1H NMR (500
MHz, CDCl3) dH 7.13 (1H, d, J = 10.1, H-1), dH 5.92 (1H, d, J = 10.1, H-2), dH 4.59 (1H, t, J =
2.6, H-7), dH 2.53 (1H, d, J = 5.0, H-9), dH 5.80 (1H, dt, J = 5.0, 5.9, H-11), dH 1.56 (1H, m, H12), dH 2.32 (1H, dd, J = 4.4, 9.7, H-12’), dH 3.59 (1H, s, H-15), dH 5.61 (1H, s, H-17), dH 1.37
(3H, s, H-18), dH 1.06 (3H, s, H-19), dH 1.46 (3H, s, H-20), dH 1.56 (3H, s, H-21), dH 1.24 (3H, s,
H-22), dH 7.40 (1H, dd, J = 1.7, 0.8, H-24), dH 7.41 (1H, dd, J = 1.7, 1.7, H-25), dH 6.33 (1H, dd,
J = 0.8, 1.7, H-26), dH 2.09 (3H, s, OCOCH3), dH 2.14 (3H, s, OCOCH3); HRESIMS m/z 541.2438
[M+H]+ (calcd for C30H36O9+, 541.2393).
Compound 3.3: oil; [a]D +24º (c 0.1, MeOH), [lit.15 [a]D +22.4º (c 0.26, MeOH)]; 1H NMR (500
MHz, CDCl3) dH 7.08 (1H, d, J = 10.1, H-1), dH 5.95 (1H, d, J = 10.1, H-2), dH 2.54 (1H, d, J =
12.4, H-5), dH 5.29 (1H, dd, J = 2.6, 12.4, H-6), dH 4.89 (1H, d, J = 2.6, H-7), dH 2.54 (1H, m, H9), dH 3.61 (1H, s, H-15), dH 5.62 (1H, s, H-17), dH 1.25 (3H, s, H-18), dH 1.17 (3H, s, H-19), dH
1.26 (3H, s, H-20), dH 1.27 (3H, s, H-21), dH 1.21 (3H, s, H-22), dH 7.41 (1H, m, H-24), dH 7.41
(1H, m, H-25), dH 6.33 (1H, brs, H-26), dH 2.04 (3H, s, OCOCH3), dH 2.15 (3H, s, OCOCH3);
HRESIMS m/z 541.2487 [M+H]+ (calcd for C30H36O9+, 541.2393).
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Compound 3.4: oil. [a]D +28º (c 0.1, MeOH), [lit.12 [a]D +6.8º (c 0.32, MeOH)]; 1H NMR (500
MHz, CDCl3) dH 7.09 (1H, d, J = 10.1, H-1), dH 5.88 (1H, d, J = 10.1, H-2), dH 4.56 (1H, m, H-7),
dH 3.53 (1H, s, H-15), dH 5.62 (1H, s, H-17), dH 1.16 (3H, s, H-18), dH 1.07 (3H, s, H-19), dH 1.22
(3H, s, H-20), dH 1.26 (3H, s, H-21), dH 1.07 (3H, s, H-22), dH 7.42 (1H, dd, J = 1.7, 0.8, H-24),
dH 7.42 (1H, dd, J = 1.7, 1.7, H-25), dH 6.34 (1H, dd, J = 0.8, 1.7, H-26), dH 2.11 (3H, s, OCOCH3);
HRESIMS m/z 483.2381 [M+H]+ (calcd for C28H34O7+, 483.2338).
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3.5 Supporting Information
3.5.1

1

H NMR spectrum of 3.1 (CDCl3, 500 MHz)
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3.5.2

13

C NMR spectrum of 3.1 (CDCl3, 125 MHz)
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3.5.3

COSY spectrum of 3.1 (CDCl3, 500 MHz)
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3.5.4

HSQC spectrum of 3.1 (CDCl3, 500 MHz, 125 MHz)
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3.5.5

HMBC spectrum of 3.1 (CDCl3, 500 MHz, 125 MHz)
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3.5.6

NOESY spectrum of 3.1 (CDCl3, 500 MHz)
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3.5.7

1

H NMR spectrum of 3.2 (CDCl3, 500 MHz) not pure
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3.5.8

1

H NMR spectrum of 3.3 (CDCl3, 500 MHz) not pure
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3.5.9

1

H NMR spectrum of 3.4 (CDCl3, 500 MHz) not pure
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Chapter 4. Identification of Inactive Compounds from Other Extracts
4.1 Introduction
The compounds mentioned in this chapter were isolated from extracts that had bioactivity
in initial screening. But the isolated fractions or compounds were not active, or the structures of
isolated compounds could not be completely elucidated.
4.2 Inactive Terpenoid from Erica maesta (Ericaceae)
4.2.1

Introduction to Erica maesta (Ericaceae)
Erica is a genus in the family Ericaceae. Members of this genus are evergreen shrubs, and

can grow from 20 to 150 cm in height. Their leaves are small and needle-like, and their flowers
are axillary. The seeds are small, and can survive in the soil for decades. Plants of the genus are
widespread in South Africa and parts of Africa, Madagascar, the Mediterranean, and Europe. One
inactive compound 4.1 was isolated.

Figure 4-1. Image of Ericaceae Erica maesta, Photography by Ando Ramahefaharivelo, from
http://www.tropicos.org/Image/100225640
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The Erica genus has not been extensively studied, and only a few bioactive compounds
have been isolated from it. As one example, Bitchagno et al. reported a biflavonoid (Compound
4.6) with moderate antibacterial activity.1

4.2.2

Isolation of Compound 4.1
The crude extract of Erica maesta was reported to have moderate antimalarial activity

against chloroquine resistant Plasmodium falciparum strain Dd2. The liquid-liquid partition of 500
mg crude extract yielded 30.2 mg of a hexanes fraction with an IC50 value between 5 and 10 µg/mL,
70.7 mg of a dichloromethane-soluble fraction with an IC50 value greater than 10 µg/mL, and 455.5
mg of an inactive aqueous methanol fraction. The most active hexanes fraction was applied to a Si
open column, and five fractions were obtained. TLC evaluation of these fractions showed that the
last fraction with IC50 value around 10 µg/mL contained one major compound. Separation on a
second Si open column yielded compound 4.1.
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Figure 4-2. Bioassay-guided Separation of Erica maesta.

4.2.3

Structure Elucidation of Compound 4.1
Compound 4.1 had the molecular formula C30H48O based on its HRESIMS ion at m/z

425.3783 [M+H]+, indicating 7 degrees of unsaturation.
The 1H NMR spectrum of compound 4.1 contained signals for seven methyl groups with
resonances at dH 0.69, dH 0.93, dH 0.95, dH 1.02, dH 1.02, dH 1.07, dH 1.67. Since 30 carbons existed
in the formula, these data are consistent with compound 4.1 being a triterpene. Signals for one
terminal double bond at dH 4.67 and dH 4.69 were also observed. The 13C NMR spectrum had a
signal at dC 218.2 for a carbonyl group. Since 4.1 has seven degrees of unsaturation, it must be
pentacyclic. Analysis of HMBC and COSY correlations led to the planar structure of 4.1.
Compound 4.1 was previously isolated from a Mallotus species by Hui et al. in 1976,2 but
complete NMR spectra have not been reported. The partial NMR data reported by Chakravarty et
al. indicated that the chemical shifts of the seven methyl groups were dH 0.692, dH 0.937, dH 0.952,
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dH 1.022, dH 1.028, dH 1.078, dH 1.678, and the terminal double bond protons had signals at dH
4.698.3 All these data matched well with my 1H NMR spectrum. Also the absolute stereochemistry
was determined based on the comparison of the specific rotation of 4.1 ([a]D +10º (c 0.1, CH2Cl2))
with that of the literature compound ([a]D +24.09º (c 0.498, CH2Cl2)).
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Table 4-1. NMR spectroscopic data of 4.1.
Position
1

dC, (J in Hz)
39.7, CH2

2

34.3, CH2

3
4
5
6

218.2, C
47.5, C
55.0, CH
32.8, CH2

7

32.8, CH2

8
9
10
11

41.8, C
49.9, CH
37.0, C
21.8, CH2

12

21.3, CH2

13
14
15

49.0, CH
26.7, C
24.1, CH2

16

21.0, CH2

17
18
19

54.0, CH
44.4, C
40.4, CH2

20

27.5, CH2

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

47.5, CH
148.2, C
19.9, CH3
21.3, CH3
15.9, CH3
16.6, CH3
16.7, CH3
15.3, CH3
109.6, CH2

30

19.8, CH3

Compound 4.1
dH, (J in Hz)a
1.93, m
1.56, mc
2.50, m
2.41, m

b

HMBC
3, 5, 10, 25
1, 3, 10
1, 3, 10

1.43, mc
1.38, mc
1.53, mc
1.46, mc
1.31, mc
1.53, mc
1.24, mc
1.43, mc
1.38, mc
1.62, m
1.38, mc
1.38, mc
1.56, mc
1.31, mc
1.84, m
1.38, mc
1.17, mc
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17, 18, 21

1.50, mc
1.25, mc
1.55, mc
1.30, mc
2.25, m

17, 20, 22, 29, 30

1.07, s
1.02, s
0.95, s
1.02, s
0.93, s
0.69, s
4.67, brs
4.69, brs
1.67, s

3, 4, 5, 24
3, 4, 5, 6, 23
1, 9, 10
7, 8, 9, 14
8, 13, 14
13, 17, 18, 19
21, 22, 30
21, 22, 30
21, 22, 29

a

Data(d) measured at 500 MHz; s = singlet, d = doublet, m = multiplet. J values are in Hz and are omitted if the
signals overlapped as multiplets.
b
Data(d)measured at 125 MHz.
c
Overlapping signals

4.2.4

Bioactivities
Compound 4.1 is a very nonpolar compound, which can only dissolve in low polarity

solvents such as hexanes and dichloromethane. It is only very sparingly soluble in the antimalarial
assay solvent, aqueous DMSO, which prevented it from being tested in this antimalarial assay.
There are no reported bioactivity data for compound 4.1 in the literature.
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4.3 Antiplasmodial Cerebrosides from Hohenbergia antillana (Bromeliaceae)
4.3.1

Introduction to Hohenbergia antillana (Bromeliaceae)
Hohenbergia is a genus of the Bromeliaceae family and the Bromelioideae subfamily. It is

native to India and South America, including Colombia, Venezuela and Brazil. This genus has not
been extensively studied, and no compounds have been isolated and reported until now. In my
work, two known cerebrosides with tentative structures 4.2 and 4.3, and with weak antiplasmodial
activity, and two inactive glyceroglycolipids with tentative structure 4.4 and 4.5 have been isolated
from this plant. Because the obtained information was not enough to determine the length of each
chain and the position of the double bonds in the structures of 4.2 to 4.5, and because the observed
bioactivities were weak or non-existant, the extensive extra work needed to establish the exact
structures was not carried out. As a result, the assigned structures are only tentative.

Figure 4-3. Image of Hohenbergia plant. Photography by David Stang, from
http://www.tropicos.org/Image/100114400
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4.3.2

Isolation of Compounds 4.2 to 4.5
The crude extract of Hohenbergia antillana was reported to have good antiplasmodial

activity against chloroquine resistant Plasmodium falciparum strain Dd2, with an IC50 of 1.25
µg/mL. After liquid-liquid partition of about 1.3 g crude extract, 219 mg of a hexanes fraction,
395 mg of a dichloromethane fraction and 705 mg of an aqueous methanol fraction were produced.
The dichloromethane fraction displayed the highest antimalarial activity with an IC50 value
between 1.25 and 2.5 µg/mL. This fraction was further separated on a diol open column to yield
nine fractions. Fraction 8 was the most active one with an IC50 value much less than 1.25 µg/mL.
This fraction was applied to a reversed phase C18 HPLC column, and four known compounds were
isolated from this procedure. Compound 4.2 had a retention time of 25.5 minutes, compound 4.3
had a retention time of 28 minutes, compound 4.4 had a retention time of 21 minutes, and
compound 4.5 had a retention time of 23 minutes. But the severe loss of antiplasmodial activity
was observed.

Figure 4-4. Bioassay-guided Separation of Hohenbergia antillana.
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Figure 4-5. HPLC Chromatogram (ELSD) of compound 4.2 to 4.5.

4.3.3

Structure Elucidation of Compound 4.2
The structure of compound 4.2 shown in this chapter is a tentative structure. Since no

experiments were conducted to determine the length of each chain and the position of the double
bonds, the structure shown here is only one of the possible structures.
Compound 4.2 was isolated as a white powder. Its molecular formula was C44H83NO9,
based on the HRESIMS ion at m/z 792.5948 [M+Na]+, indicating four degree of unsaturation.
In its 1H NMR spectrum, two methyl groups were observed, and since they were triplets
with coupling constants of 7.71 Hz, they were terminal methyl groups. A broad signal for the
protons of long chains were observed with a chemical shift of 1.29 ppm. Based on this information,
two long chains must exist in the structure of compound 4.2.
The molecular weight of compound 4.2 is 769, an odd number, which indicated potential
nitrogen atom in the structure. The proton signal at dH 3.99 (H-2) was for a nitrogen bearing
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47.5

50.0

52.

methine proton. In the HMBC spectrum, H-2 (dH 3.99) had a correlation with carbonyl C-1´ (dC
178.0). All this information indicated the presence of an amide linkage.
The carbon resonances at dC 105.0, 75.9, 78.8, 72.2, 78.7 and 63.4, along with the proton
resonances at dH 4.26, 3.19, 3.35, 3.27, 3.27, 3.86/3.70 showed the presence of a glucopyranose
moiety. In the HSQC, anomeric proton at dH 4.26 (1H, d, J = 7.73 Hz, H-1´´) was correlated to the
carbon signal at dC = 105.0. Since its carbon resonance is higher than 100 ppm, the glucoside unit
was in an b-configuration.4
In the 1H NMR spectrum, signals for four double bonds protons were observed at dH 5.74,
dH 5.50 and dH 5.38 (2H), and since only two unsaturated degrees remain after confirming the
carbonyl and glucoside units, they must be two double bonds. In the HMBC spectrum, the
correlation between C-4 (dC 131.1) and an oxygen bearing methine CH-3 (dH 4.13) was observed,
which indicated that one double bond was adjacent to position 3. But because of its low bioactivity
and the many previous studies on this type of compound,5,6,7,8,9 no experiments were conducted to
determine the position of the second double bond.
In summary, compound 4.2 is a glycosphingolipid. The NMR data I obtained (Table 4-2)
matched very well with the literature values reported by Tao et al for structure 4.2.4 Also the
specific rotation of compound 4.2 ([a]D -4º (c 0.1, MeOH)) is very similar with that of the literature
compound ([a]D -3.7º (c 0.1, MeOH)). Based all this comparison, compound 4.2 is assigned the
structure shown.
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Table 4-2. NMR spectroscopic data of 4.2 and literature values.
Literature Value for 4.24

Compound 4.2
Position
1

dC, typeb
70.5, CH2

2
3
4
5
6
7-11
12
13
14
15
16-18
19
1´
2´
3´

55.0, CH
72.8, CH
131.1, CH
135.1, CH
33.4, CH2
30.0-31.5, CH2
28.2, CH2
131.7, CH
132.3, CH
28.8, CH2
30.0-31.5, CH2
15.3, CH3
178.0, C
73.6, CH
36.6, CH2

dH, (J in Hz)a
3.70, m
4.13, m
3.99, m
4.13, m
5.50, m
5.74, m
2.08, m
1.29, m
2.08, m
5.38, m
5.38, m
2.08, m
1.29, m
0.90, t (7.71)

HMBC
2, 3, 1´´
2, 3, 1´´
1, 3, 1´
2, 4, 5
3, 5
4, 6
5

3.99, m
1.56, m
1.72, m
1.29, m
0.90, t (7.71)
4.26, d (7.73)
3.19, m
3.35, m
3.27, m
3.27, m
3.86, m
3.70, m

1´, 3´
1´, 2´

13
12, 14
13, 15
14

dC
70.2
55.1
73.4
131.1
134.8
33.6
30.8-31.4
28.8
132.5
131.9
28.4
30.8-31.4
15.0
177.7
73.6
36.4

dH, (J in Hz)
3.73, m
4.08, m
3.99, m
4.14, m
5.48, m
5.74, m
2.05, m
1.28, m
2.03, m
5.36, m
5.36, m
2.03, m
1.28, m
0.89, t (7.1)

3.99, m
1.55, m
1.72, m
4´-18´
30.0-31.5, CH2
30.8-31.4
1.28, m
19´
15.2, CH3
15.0
0.89, t (7.1)
1´´
105.0, CH
2´´, 1
105.2
4.27, d (7.6)
2´´
75.9, CH
1´´, 3´´, 4´´
75.5
3.20, m
3´´
78.8, CH
2´´, 4´´
78.5
3.36, m
4´´
72.2, CH
3´´, 5´´
72.0
3.30, m
5´´
78.7, CH
4´´, 6´´
78.4
3.28, m
6´´
63.4, CH2
5´´
63.2
3.86, dd (12.0,
5´´
3.67, dd (12.0,
3.0)
a
Data(d) measured at 500 MHz; s = singlet, d = doublet, m = multiplet. J values are in Hz and are omitted if the
5.1)
signals overlapped as multiplets.
b
Obtained from HMBC.

4.3.4

Structure Elucidation of Compounds 4.3 to 4.5
The 1H NMR spectra of compounds 4.2 and 4.3 were very similar, which indicated that

they had similar structures. Comparison of the molecular weights based on the HRESIMS data
indicated that compound 4.2 had the formula C44H83NO9 based on based on its sodiated molecular
ion at 792.5948 [M+Na]+, while compound 4.3 had formula of C46H87NO9 based on its sodiated
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molecular ion at 820.6250 [M+Na]+. This showed that compound 4.3 had two more CH2 groups
in its structure than compound 4.2. The structure shown is only one possible structure for
compound 4.3, since no further structure data were obtained to determine the length of each acyl
chain and the position of the double bonds. However, the specific rotation of compound 4.3 ([a]D
-9º (c 0.1, MeOH)) matches well with that of the literature compound ([a]D -3.8º (c 0.1, MeOH)),
which indicates the similar structure of compound 4.3 and literature compound.2
Compounds 4.4 and 4.5 both had similar 1H NMR spectra to that of compound 4.2.
Comparing their molecular weights obtained from the HRESIMS spectra, compound 4.4 had the
formula of C49H88NO15 based on its sodiated molecular ion at 939.5597 [M+Na]+, and compound
4.5 had the formula C49H86NO15 based on its sodiated molecular ion at 937.5846 [M+Na]+.
The difference of molecular weight between compound 4.4 and compound 4.2 was
146.9649 (C5H5O6 - N). Also the molecular weight of 4.4 is 916, an even number, which indicated
the absence of nitrogen atom in its structure.
In its 1H NMR spectrum, more proton signals were located in the oxygen-bearing range,
and the proton signals of H-5´ (dH 3.71) and H-6´ (dH 3.71 and 3.90) were shifted upfield compared
with those in compound 4.2 (H-5´´ dH 3.27; H-6´´ dH 3.70/3.86). This indicated a glycosidic
linkage between C-1´´ and C-6´, and an additional glucopyranose moiety existing in the structure
of 4.4. Based on this information, dereplication was conducted by using SciFinder and the
Dictionary of Natural Products databases, and structure 4.4 was identified as a possible match.
Compound 4.4 has a similar specific rotation ([a]D +75º (c 0.1, MeOH)) compared with that of the
literature compound ([a]D +47.6º (c 0.1, MeOH)) reported by Jung et al. in 1996. The comparison
between the literature value and the 1H NMR data of 4.4 are listed in Table 4-3, and they match
very well.
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Similar to compound 4.4, compound 4.5 also had one more glucopyranose moiety in its
structure from an analysis of its 1H NMR spectrum. And because its molecular weight was 914,
an even number, no nitrogen atom existed in its structure. The difference of molecular weight
between 4.4 and 4.5 was only 2 (2H), which indicated that compound 4.5 had one more additional
double bond than compound 4.4. The specific rotation of compound 4.5 ([a]D +69º (c 0.1, MeOH))
also matches well with that of the literature compound ([a]D +47.6º (c 0.1, MeOH)) reported by
Zhang et al. in 2012.11 And this proves a similar structure between compound 4.5 and literature
compound.
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Table 4-3. NMR spectroscopic data of 4.4.

Position
1
2
3
1´
2´
3´
4´
5´
6´
1´´
2´´
3´´
4´´
5´´
6´´
2´´´
2´´´´
3´´´, 3´´´´
4´´´-18´´´, 10´´´´-14´´´´
3´´´´, 9´´´´
4´´´´, 5´´´´, 7´´´´, 8´´´´
6´´´´
19´´´
15´´´´

Compound 4.4
(J in
in Hz)
Hz)aa
ddHH (J

3.90, mb
3.71, mb
5.25, m
4.43, dd (12.0, 2.9)
4.21, dd (12.7, 6.7)
4.24, d (7.3)
3.48, m
3.48, m
3.90, mb
3.71, mb
3.90, mb
3.71, mb
Overlap with water peak
3.71, mb
3.71, mb
3.90, mb
3.71, mb
3.71, mb
3.71, mb
2.32, t (7.30)
2.32, t (7.30)
1.60, m
1.29, m
2.08, m
5.34, m
2.82, t (6.74)
0.90, t (6.48)
0.98, t (6.61)

Literature Value for 4.410
(J in
in Hz)
Hz)aa
ddHH (J
3.93, dd (11.0, 5.8)
3.73, dd (11.0, 6.2)
5.25, m
4.43, dd (12.0, 3.0)
4.20, dd (12.0, 6.8)
4.23, d (7.5)
3.50, dd (10.0, 7.5)
3.47, dd (10.0, 3.5)
3.86, dd (3.5, 1.5)
3.73, t (6.2)
3.89, dd (6.3, 10.2)
3.66, dd (6.2, 10.2)
4.84, d (3.8)
3.78, dd (10.0, 3.8)
3.72, dd (10.0, 3.5)
3.88, dd (3.5, 1.5)
3.70, t (5.9)
3.72, dd (11.6, 6.1)
3.69, dd (11.6, 5.5)
2.33, t (7.4)
2.30, t (7.4)
1.60, m
1.30, m
2.07, m
5.34, m
2.78, t (6.8)
0.90, t (6.8)
0.90, t (6.8)

a

Data(d) measured at 500 MHz; s = singlet, d = doublet, m = multiplet. J values are in Hz and are omitted if the
signals overlapped as multiplets.
b
Overlapping signals

4.3.5

Bioactivities
The antiplasmodial activities of compounds 4.2 to 4.5 were evaluated against Plasmodium

falciparum strain Dd2. Both compounds 4.2 and 4.3 showed weak antiplasmodial activity with
IC50 values between 5 to 10 µg/mL. Compounds 4.4 and 4.5 were inactive in this assay. The severe
loss of bioactivity may be due to an incomplete flush of the HPLC column, so some active
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compounds with low polarity may still remain in the C18-HPLC column, but this is quite unlikely
since I flushed the column for a long time with MeOH after finishing the experiment. A second
possible explanation is decomposition of an active compound on the HPLC column, and a third
possible explanation is that the high activity noted for the active fraction after chromatography on
the diol column was the result of an oversensitive assay, as has been observed previously in
Kingston group (Yongle Du, personal communication).
Table 4-4. Antiplasmodial activity data of compound 4.2 to 4.5.

Compound
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

P. falciparum Dd2 strain, IC50 (µg/mL)
5 < IC50 < 10
5 < IC50 < 10
NA
NA

4.4 Experimental Section
4.4.1

General Experimental Procedures
Mass spectra were measured on an Agilent 6220 LC-TOF-MS in the positive ion mode.

NMR spectra were obtained in CDCl3 and MeOD on Bruker AVANCE 500 spectrometer. Semipreparative HPLC was carried out on an instrument with a Shimadzu SCL-10A controller,
Shimadzu LC-10AT pumps, SPD-M10A UV detector, and SEDEX 75 ELSD detector, with a
semi-preparative C18 Varian Dynamax column (250 × 10 mm).
4.4.2

Plant Material
The stems parts of Erica maesta were collected in Tsitsikamma National Park, South

Africa in 1999 by Johan Ventner and R. Brand. The voucher specimen is JV09861b.
The whole plant of Hohenbergia antillana was collected at Puerto Rico at 18.28 N, 66.57W,
Jayuya by Hannah Stevens of the New Yourk Botanical Garden. The specimen is HS00229.
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4.4.3

Extraction and Isolation
Dried stems of Erica maesta (Ericaceae) were extracted with EtOH at room temperature

for 24 hours. The ethanol fraction was found to have antiplasmodial activity with IC50 value around
5 µg/mL, and shipped to Virginia Tech as crude extract 1000585-10C. A 500 mg sample was
suspended in 100 mL 90% aqueous MeOH, and then extracted with hexanes (3 × 100 mL portions)
to give 30.2 mg of a hexanes-soluble fraction with an IC50 value between 5 and 10 µg/mL. The
remaining materials were evaporated under vacuum and dissolved in 60% aqueous MeOH. This
fraction was then extracted with dichloromethane (3 × 100 mL portions) to give 70.7 mg of a
CH2Cl2–soluble fraction with IC50 value over than 10 µg/mL. The residual aqueous MeOH soluble
fraction was evaporated under vacuum, and yielded 455.5 mg inactive materials. Then the most
active hexanes-soluble fraction was applied to a silica open column, and eluted with hexanes :
EtOAc = 1 : 1 to yield five fractions. The last fraction from this column turned out to be the most
active one, with an IC50 value around 10 µg/mL and a major compound as determined by TLC
(silica gel developed with hexanes : EtOAc = 1 : 1). A second silica gel open column separation
yielded 3.3 mg of compound 4.1.
Extract X-7586 was the whole part of Hohenbergia antillana (Bromeliaceae), obtained by
the same method described above. The crude extract was found to have antiplasmodial activity
with an IC50 value of 1.25 µg/mL. A 1.3 g sample was suspended in 100 mL 90% aqueous MeOH,
and extracted with hexanes (3 × 100 mL portions) to give 218.9 mg of a hexanes-soluble fraction
with an IC50 value around 20 µg/mL. The remaining materials were evaporated under vacuum and
dissolved in 60% aqueous MeOH. This fraction was then extracted with dichloromethane (3 × 100
mL portions) to give 395.2 mg of a CH2Cl2–soluble fraction with an IC50 value between 1.25 and
2.5 µg/mL. The residual aqueous MeOH soluble fraction was evaporated under vacuum, and
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yielded 705.3 mg of inactive materials. The most active CH2Cl2-soluble fraction was applied on a
diol open column, and eluted with the solvent CH2Cl2 : MeOH = 20 : 1, and gave nine fractions.
Fraction 8 turned out to be the most active one, with an IC50 value much less than 1.25 µg/mL.
About 10 mg of this was then applied to a reversed phase C18 HPLC column (5 µm, 10 × 250 mm),
and eluted with aqueous methanol from 80% to 100% over 30 minutes with a flow rate of 2.5
mL/min. Compound 4.2 (2.1 mg) was obtained at 25.5 min, compound 4.3 (1.6 mg) was obtained
at 28 min, compound 4.4 (2.0 mg) was obtained at 21 min, and compound 4.5 (0.5 mg) was
obtained at 23 min.
4.4.4

Antimalarial Bioassays
The antimalarial bioassays were conducted in Dr. Cassera’s group by the same procedures

as described in chapter 2.
4.5 Spectroscopic Properties
Compound 4.1: white powder; [a]D +10º (c 0.1, CH2Cl2), [lit.2 [a]D +24.09º (c 0.498, CH2Cl2)];
1

H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) see Table 4-1; HRESIMS m/z 425.3783 [M+H]+ (calcd for C30H49O+,

425.3739).
Compound 4.2: white powder; [a]D -4º (c 0.1, MeOH), [lit.2 [a]D -3.7º (c 0.1, MeOH)]; 1H NMR
(500 MHz, MeOD) see Table 4-2; HRESIMS m/z 792.5948 [M+Na]+ (calcd for C44H83NO9Na+,
792.5960).
Compound 4.3: white powder; [a]D -9º (c 0.1, MeOH), [lit.2 [a]D -3.8º (c 0.1, MeOH)]; 1H NMR
(500 MHz, MeOD) dH 3.73 (1H, m, H-1), dH 4.14 (1H, m, H-1´), dH 3.99 (1H, m, H-2), dH 4.14
(1H, m, H-3), dH 5.48 (1H, m, H-4), dH 5.74 (1H, m, H-5), dH 2.07 (1H, m, H-6), dH 1.29 (10H, m,
H-7-11), dH 2.07 (1H, m, H-12), dH 5.36 (1H, m, H-13), dH 5.36 (1H, m, H-14), dH 2.07 (1H, m,
H-15), dH 1.29 (6H, m, H-16-20), dH 0.92 (3H, t, J =7.71, H-19), dH 3.99 (1H, m, H-2´), dH 1.62
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(1H, m, H-3´a), dH 1.62 (1H, m, H-3´b), dH 1.29 (30H, m, H-4´-18´), dH 0.92 (3H, t, J = 7.71, H19´), dH 4.25 (1H, d, J = 7.73, H-1´´), dH 3.21 (1H, m, H-2´´), dH 3.35 (1H, m, H-3´´), dH 3.27 (1H,
m, H-4´´), dH 3.27 (1H, m, H-5´´), dH 3.88 (1H, m, H-6´´a), dH 3.73 (1H, m, H-6´´b); HRESIMS
m/z 820.6250 [M+Na]+ (calcd for C46H87NO9Na+, 820.6273)
Compound 4.4: colorless oil; [a]D +75º (c 0.1, MeOH), [lit.10 [a]D +89º (c 0.06, MeOH)]; 1H NMR
(500 MHz, CDCl3) see Table 4-3. HRESIMS m/z 939.5997 [M+Na]+ (calcd for C49H88O15Na+,
939.6015).
Compound 4.5: colorless oil. [a]D +69º (c 0.1, MeOH), [lit.11 [a]D +47.6º (c 0.1, MeOH)];

1

H

NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) dH 3.87 (1H, m, H-1a), dH 3.74 (1H, m, H-1b), dH 5.24 (1H, m, H-2), dH
3.87 (1H, m, H-3a), dH 4.21 (1H, m, H-3b), dH 4.25 (1H, m, H-1´), dH 3.48 (1H, m, H-2´), dH 3.48
(3H, m, H-3´), dH 3.87 (1H, m, H-4´), dH 3.74 (1H, m, H-5´), dH 3.87 (1H, m, H-6´a), dH 3.74 (1H,
m, H-6´b), dH 4.45 (1H, d, J = 3.98, H-1´´), dH 3.74 (1H, m, H-2´´), dH 3.74 (1H, m, H-3´´), dH 3.74
(1H, m, H-5´´), dH 3.74 (2H, m, H-6´´), dH 2.33 (2H, m, H-2´´´, 2´´´´), dH 1.61 (2H, m, H-3´´´, 3´´´´),
dH 1.29 (40H, m, H-4´´´-18´´´, 10´´´´-14´´´´), dH 2.08 (2H, m, H-3´´´´-9´´´´), dH 5.34 (6H, m, H-4´´´´,
5´´´´, 7´´´´, 8´´´´, 12´´´, 13´´´), dH 2.80 (1H, t, J = 6.92, H-6´´´´), dH 0.90 (6H, m, H-19´´´, 15´´´´).
HRESIMS m/z 937.5846 [M+Na]+ (calcd for C49H86O15Na+, 937.5859).
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4.6 Supporting Information
4.6.1

1

H NMR spectrum of 4.1 (CDCl3, 500 MHz)
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4.6.2

13

C NMR spectrum of 4.1 (CDCl3, 125 MHz)
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4.6.3

1

H NMR spectrum of 4.2 (MeOD, 500 MHz)
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4.6.4

HSQC NMR spectrum of 4.2 (MeOD, 500 MHz 125 MHz)
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4.6.5

1

H NMR spectrum of 4.3 (MeOD, 500 MHz) not pure

99

4.6.6

1

H NMR spectrum of 4.4 (MeOD, 500 MHz) not pure

100

4.6.7

1

H NMR spectrum of 4.5 (MeOD, 500 MHz)
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